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I. Introduction [FNaaaa][FNaaa]

This article addresses certain dilemmas created by applying cultural relativism to international women's rights. By closely examining the Chilean women's movement against domestic violence, this article also *184 addresses the issue of whether and how international women's rights should vary based on local cultural norms. To this end, an interdisciplinary analysis of the Chilean legal system's treatment of violence against women is presented. For comparative purposes, the United States' legal mechanisms for dealing with domestic violence issues is also discussed. This comparison reveals that, in terms of institutional and structural problems, the two systems have more similarities than differences.

This analysis focuses on domestic violence studies, legislative proposals and processes, case law, actors in the legal system, [FN1][FN1] and social, economic, and cultural factors. [FN2][FN2] This research demonstrates, among other things, that domestic violence is a problem of grave and epidemic proportions in both countries. [FN3][FN3] Violence against women spreads across all classes in both societies, and affects about fifty percent of the women in each country. [FN4][FN4] Furthermore, contrary to the prevalent myths about *185 Latina women, many aspects of the problem cross the cultural and social boundaries between Chile and the United States. In fact, the situation of women in the United States sometimes compares unfavorably with that of Chilean women. [FN5][FN5]

The research further indicates that, in both countries, battered women face nearly identical barriers to effective legal assistance, and that these barriers are inherent in each legal system. [FN6][FN6] Since these institutionalized barriers to relief are present in both countries, each country's particular cultural, economic, and social factors associated with domestic violence would not preclude the enactment of substantive reforms designed to resolve problems in each of their legal systems. Therefore, the United States and Chile could share common solutions to the problems associated with the treatment of domestic violence cases within their respective legal systems. Coincidentally, new legislation in both countries would attempt to remedy the domestic violence problem.

In essence, the U.S. Violence Against Women Act and the Intrafamily Violence Act initiated by the Chilean National Ministry for Women (SERNAM) would create similar remedies to mutual problems regarding each legal systems' treatment of domestic violence cases. [FN7][FN7] The striking similarity of these solutions provides a means to strengthen international cooperation and expand the application of international human rights laws. A woman's fundamental right to effective State protection from domestic violence [FN8][FN8] is a norm [FN9][FN9] which applies to both *186 Chile and the United States.

Parts II and III of the article critically analyze the “cultural relativism” theory's application to women.
confronting domestic violence in Chile, by examining and exposing the various myths about Latin American women. It also illustrates that many, if not most, of the barriers to ending violence against women are structural and not exclusively cultural. Part V analyzes the legal issues and problems faced by battered women in the Chilean legal system, and the similarity to those of battered women in the United States legal system. Part VI reviews the Chilean Intrafamily Violence Act, compares it briefly to legislation in the United States, and analyzes the value of legislative reforms within the political context of the Chilean women's movement. The conclusion is that certain theories of "cultural relativism" -- e.g., ethnocentric myths about Hispanic or Latina women, or Third World women, or women in general -- present no reason to thwart the development of international women's rights proposed by Latin American women. In fact, it becomes obvious that both international policymakers and women in the United States could benefit and learn from the distinctly Latina, Chilean women's movement.

II. ON CULTURAL RELATIVISM

In recent years, Latin American women have undertaken a far-reaching campaign against domestic violence. [FN10] The Chilean women's movement is perhaps the most compelling example of Latin American feminist ideology and political activism of this era. [FN11] The Chilean Intrafamily Violence Act could be a model for using international human rights norms to enact substantive legal remedies to combat domestic violence and defend women's fundamental human rights. [FN12] With further study, domestic violence legislation and legal reforms enacted or currently proposed in a number of Latin American and Caribbean nations might serve as models to defend the international legal norm that States are obligated to investigate, prosecute, and punish violence against women. [FN14] This Article's conclusion discusses how the Chilean model could be used in the United States.

Despite Latin American women's push for the enactment of substantive legal remedies to combat domestic violence, a number of degrading myths about Latina women create real obstacles to the development of legal norms enforcing fundamental rights. These myths operate on a local, national, and international level.

On a local level, police in the United States generally fail to respond to calls for intervention from battered women when the phone call comes from a Hispanic or Latina woman. [FN15] The police justify their inaction by blaming the problem on "the Latino culture." [FN16] Among legal services in general, a more respectful, client-centered approach would honor the wishes of Latina women who are seeking legal intervention. [FN17] Rather than dismissing domestic violence as an unsolvable problem of "the Latino culture," legal services should use specialized remedies to resolve the particular problems in each woman's case that act as barriers to relief from the violence. [FN18] A similar type of interdisciplinary, client-centered approach to domestic violence cases has worked well in Chile. [FN19] However, some social services agencies and courts in the United States, citing cultural differences, tend to rule out the possibility of utilizing legal remedies to protect immigrant women, including women of Latin American origin, who are battered in the United States. [FN20]

On a national level, in both the United States and Chile, the enactment of substantive legal reforms to combat domestic violence is hampered by academics and policymakers who believe that "other" classes of women: that is, poor women, Latina women, or women of color, depending on the context, are more tolerant of male violence than the upper classes. [FN21] This mentality is related to the belief that violence against women is caused by poverty, alcoholism, or "different," "other," or "lesser" circumstances and cultures, and therefore, the legal system can do nothing about it.

The above myths are all superimposed on the myth that battered women, in general, do not want legal intervention, that the problem is their fault, and therefore, the legal system is not responsible for the problem. A combination of race, class, and gender discrimination relegates the problem to a private, untouchable arena which is far outside the realm of the legal system. As will be shown infra, none of the myths backing this belief system are true in the case of Chile.
At times, the belief that different cultural backgrounds preclude the use of substantive legal remedies for Latina women is couched in terms of a better understanding of the Latino culture, or as an attempt to open the traditionally white, middle-class, United States feminist movement to women of color. In fact, women of color, Latin American women, and Third World women have built their own women's rights movements. Furthermore, the social and political circumstances and motives of Latina women, Third World women, and women of color are not, as is sometimes assumed, homogenous. This issue arose at a recent WORLDNET teleconference on “Women's Movements in Latin America and their Impact on Democracy” held by the United States Embassy offices in Chile, Mexico, and Nicaragua, where an expert in the United States on the Latin American women's movement communicated with local invitees in each embassy office.

Maria Elena Valenzuela, a representative of Chile's National Ministry for Women (SERNAM) pointed out that the United States presentation failed to account for the differences among Latina women, and was generally unaware of the high level of political participation and organization already achieved by Chilean women. For example, the expert from the United States explained how women should increase their political power by increasing their participation, overcoming their hesitation to do so, formulating a consensus, and by attending United Nations conferences. She also commented several times that the difference between the United States and Latin America was machismo, and that “la sociedad machista” is a phenomenon of Latin America.

Ms. Valenzuela later commented that the expert in the United States was a “pontificator.”

In 1991, U.S. State Department officials in Chile commented that Chilean women are “very traditional” and not interested in women's rights, and the present staff of the Embassy's Cultural Affairs Department was “unaware” of the advances of the Chilean women's movement. Chilean women's issues are addressed “to a small extent” by the political section of the State Department Embassy, but mostly dealt with by the U.S. Information Agency's Cultural Affairs department. Through very recent efforts, U.S. Embassy officials are becoming aware of the Chilean women’s movement just outside their door.

As will be demonstrated, the Chilean women's movement in particular contradicts monolithic and stereotypical myths about “the Latino culture.”

On an international level, an ethnocentric view of Latin American women is couched in the neutral language of “cultural relativism,” borrowing from and twisting the arguments of people from the Southern Hemisphere. As many women from developing countries have argued, echoing the discourse of women of color in the United States and Western Europe, the development of international law concerning women is overly influenced, if not controlled, by White, Western, or Northern women. However, the traditional, international policymaker's view of “cultural relativism” precludes the simultaneous honoring of local culture and development of fundamental and enforceable human rights law for women, even when that is exactly what women from the "South" want.

For centuries, sexual discrimination and violence in general has been whipped against women of all the regions of the world without distinctions as to race, ethnicity, age, socioeconomic condition, political or religious beliefs, or any other distinction that has served as an excuse to discriminate against groups of human beings that do not conform to the paradigm constructed by the dominant group, white men.

However, the support for the development of any substantive human rights law for women is severely stunted by a strict cultural relativism and a markedly sensationalist, backward view of women in countries such as Chile.

The number of recent codifications of women's rights as fundamental human rights are a result of women, most notably Latin American women, organizing a worldwide movement around the domestic violence issue, and proving beyond doubt that the problem crosses all cultural boundaries. The March, 1993, working document for the U.N. Draft Declaration on Violence Against Women...
submitted to the General Assembly includes a provision stating that: “States must condemn violence against women and not invoke any custom, tradition, or religious consideration to avoid their obligation to procure its elimination.” [FN53] In the next steps of enforcing women's rights in the international arena, the cultural relativism argument will probably arise again. However, many Latin American women do not see their culture as an unchanging, omnipotent obstacle to enjoyment of their fundamental human rights, but *195 instead see the issue of difference as a problem of power. [FN54]

The stereotyping of Latin American women as more tolerant of male violence is a result of entho centrism and colonialism. [FN55] According to recent analysts, building bridges of understanding and political coalitions among women's movements is a viable answer to the dilemmas of cultural relativism. [FN56] Furthermore, building representative political coalitions is a much better approach than the usual ethnocentric attempt to “include” women of color in White women's movements. [FN57] On the international level, the current work at hand implies working with the real differences among women and not only talking about those differences, (but) also to consolidate a feminist movement for the human rights of women that, without losing its local perspective, makes an international impact in this world that is more and more inter-related and interdependent—something that has already been initiated. [FN58]

In contrast, ethnocentric cultural relativism is an excuse for pontificating. [FN59] and the official bias for the refusal by the United States to sign international treaties that protect women's fundamental rights. [FN60]

Despite the fact that violence against women appears in differing forms in various cultures worldwide, there are common areas of agreement about what reforms are needed to overcome the political and legal origins of violence against women. [FN61] Furthermore, the typical view that the United States is the world leader in the international development of women's rights [FN62] actually hinders possible advancements and remedies suggested by Latin American women.

This mentality flies in the face of the stunning development of the Chilean and Latin American women's movement to enact national and international legal remedies to combat domestic violence. Latin American women are leading the effort in international human rights bodies to develop a woman's fundamental right to freedom from violence. [FN63] Even their government representatives, acting at the prompting of a regional political campaign, [FN64] have drafted and enacted the strongest international treaty on violence against women, [FN65] the Inter-American Convention to Prevent, Prosecute and Punish Violence Against Women. [FN66] Within *197 the United Nations, Latin American women's proposals are the boldest and their movement the strongest. [FN67] In sum, although women from the Southern Hemisphere have good reason to continue to argue for fair representation and an international women's agenda that reflects their own politics, “(t)he media image . . . that women in the South have problems, and women in the North have answers,” [FN68] is entirely incorrect with respect to the situation of Latin American women's rights activists and the women they represent.

But the U.S. State Department's human rights reports presume that the Latino culture makes Latin American women more tolerant of male violence than women in the United States. [FN69] On the other hand, the White culture in the United States, while culpable of fostering violence against women, is never cited by these same officials as the reason for the high level of domestic violence in the United States. [FN70] This discriminatory belief system has certain staying power as policy. For example, while Latin American governments endorsed the Inter-American Convention*198 to Prevent, Prosecute and Punish Violence Against Women, [FN71] the United States withheld support, stating that governments should have only a limited role in “modifying social and cultural patterns of conduct.” [FN72]

This Article demonstrates that the misguided cultural relativism previously discussed is racism or ethnocentrism. The official misunderstanding in the United States of Latin American women not only blocks the
development of substantive international legal remedies and the appropriate response of the legal system in the United States to the needs of Latina women, but also inhibits the ability of Latina women to choose for themselves. The refusal by the United States to ratify international women's rights treaties, while at the same time pretending to serve as a world model for the protection of women's rights, [FN73][FN73] invites even more hypocritical treatment and official minimization of every woman's rights.

Precisely because misguided cultural relativism is an obstacle to the development of concrete, effective laws and policies to uphold women's fundamental rights--whether at the local, national, or international level--this Article analyzes the Chilean women's movement to end domestic violence. The Chilean women's movement presents a compelling break from the traditional, ethnocentric myths about Latina women.

III.MYTHS AND REALITIES

MYTH: Because domestic violence is caused by non-legal, social, or cultural problems, the problem is not caused by the legal system, and, therefore, the legal system can do nothing about the problem. [FN74][FN74]

The United States and Chilean legal systems both fail victims of domestic violence in three ways:

*199 (1) Both fail to effectively investigate and prosecute domestic violence; and
(2) both ineffectively sentence batterers under general criminal assault statutes; and
(3) women in both countries lack protection from retributive assaults and continued battering. [FN75][FN75]

Effective legal measures are lacking in most of the United States: only fifteen states have laws that work to prosecute and sanction batterers and protect the victim from continued violence. [FN76][FN76] In the remaining thirty-five states, the legal system leaves batterers unpunished and victims unprotected from continued violence. Even when the U.S. Violence Against Women Act is fully enacted, it will not be a complete remedy because it does not obligate states to enact reforms. Instead, it only provides federal grants to states which might enact such reforms. [FN77][FN77] Some progress is being made on the local level by utilizing a mandatory arrest and immediate protection system, which can decrease the incidence of repeated battering by forty to sixty percent. [FN78][FN78]

In the Chilean legal system, similar structural problems resulted from the failure to “label” domestic violence as a crime, and the failure of judges and other legal actors to prosecute domestic violence under general assault statutes. [FN79][FN79] A 1990 study showed that 83.3% of battered *200 women's injuries were considered “light injuries,” [FN80][FN80] which, according to the provisions of the Chilean Penal Code, are punishable as a misdemeanor and may be sentenced with either short-term imprisonment or a fine. [FN81][FN81] Usually only small fines were imposed, even though fifty-two percent of these women had brought more than three complaints of battering. [FN82][FN82] Problems obtaining the proof necessary to demonstrate the gravity of the injuries, due in part to the slowness of the mandatory medical-legal bureaucracy, cause the great majority of cases adjudicated to be treated as “light” injuries.

Some Chilean police, responding to an intensive training program by SERNAM, are beginning to provide effective assistance in domestic violence cases. [FN83][FN83] However, Chilean medical personnel, including the legal-medical personnel at State hospitals, continue to mistreat victims, support the batterers, and minimize injuries. [FN84][FN84] In Chile, any person, including a health care provider, teacher, or counsellor, is required by law to report all known cases of physical assault to the criminal justice system, [FN85][FN85] but they have generally failed to do so in domestic violence cases.

*201 During the past two years, some Chilean judges have begun to prosecute and sanction domestic violence more effectively. [FN86][FN86] In a pilot project organized by SERNAM to coordinate police protection and prosecution, [FN87][FN87] judicial intervention terminated the violence in a very high percentage of cases.
This project resulted in better protection for battered women than the best “model” programs in the United States. Also, a much higher percentage of batterers were threatened with imprisonment, instead of receiving the usual small fine. However, for many Chilean women, the legal system is still not a safe or effective solution to end domestic violence. The continued systematic failure of the legal system to prosecute domestic violence cases, sanction batterers, and protect victims only exposes more battered women to continued violence.

The striking similarity of the problems faced by United States and Chilean battered women attempting to use their legal systems demonstrates that these problems are rooted, albeit not exclusively, in the legal systems themselves. Moreover, the fact that legal reforms such as mandatory arrest laws and increased police protection significantly decrease the likelihood of continued aggression serves to illustrate how the violence can be ended by resolving problems inherent in the legal systems.

MYTH: Violence against women is more prevalent in Latin America than the United States.

Domestic violence exists at similarly high levels in every culture. On an international level, studies are beginning to show fairly equal levels of violence against women, particularly in North and South America. In the United States, the Senate Judiciary Committee conducted national research on violence against women and reported that the number of assaults against women by male partners has reached epidemic proportions. Every hour in the United States, 200 women are assaulted by men. The perpetrators are usually their male partners. Four million women per year are severely assaulted by their male partners. Domestic violence is the leading cause of injury among women in the United States, as about one-third of the women treated in emergency rooms are treated for injuries resulting from domestic violence. In Chile, one in three women treated at the public medical-legal clinics were victims of domestic violence; and seventy-four percent of these women were beaten by their male partners.

In the 1980's, domestic violence refugees constituted almost half of the female homeless population in the United States, resulting in one million battered women per year being turned away because shelters were full. Domestic violence permeates all ethnic, social, and economic classes in the United States, with fifty percent of women in the United States reporting abuse at some time in their lives.

Similarly, fifty percent of Chilean women experience domestic violence at some time in their lives, and about twenty-five percent live in a permanently violent situation. As in the United States, many more women than men are victims of domestic violence, and the perpetrators are usually their male partners.

A typical assault produces grave injuries. Domestic violence is cyclical, and will continue to escalate until effective intervention occurs. In the United States, if reported and properly tried by the legal system, one-third of all domestic violence incidents would be classified as felony rape, robbery, or aggravated assault; and the remaining two-thirds would “involve bodily injury at least as serious as the injury in ninety percent of all robberies and aggravated assaults.” These categories of crime are all considered serious offenses, yet the majority of domestic violence cases are routinely prosecuted as misdemeanors. In Chile, battered women report being slapped, punched, kicked, beaten with objects, grabbed, receiving fractures, burned, raped by close family members, and raped by force. Additionally, 49.1% reported being battered at least once a week, 11.4% three times a week, and 23.7% were battered daily. As in the United States, the great majority of cases adjudicated are treated as misdemeanors and punished only by a small fine.

Under the Chilean Penal Code all injuries that do not cause a lengthy loss of work or prolonged medical
treatment are considered “light” injuries and misdemeanors. [FN114][FN114] Furthermore, even with the judicial discretion to punish offenders built into the Penal Code, even “very grave” cases are rarely sanctioned by Chilean judges. [FN115][FN115] As will be discussed in part II infra, the amount of discretion judges have to sanction domestic violence under the Chilean Penal Code is a subject of conflict. Advocates are working, via legislation, education, and advocacy, to change judicial interpretations that only allow the imposition of fines.

Similarly, in the United States, the fact that most domestic violence cases are adjudicated as misdemeanors is nonsensical, given the gravity of the injuries and the fact that domestic violence is a continuing and escalating problem. At least one-third of all women murdered every year in the United States are victims of domestic violence. [FN116][FN116] Between 2,000 *205 and 4,000 women are murdered every year by their male partners, many after they sought, but failed to receive, legal intervention. [FN117][FN117] Women cannot escape the violence without better protection from the legal system: as many as three-quarters of the domestic violence assaults reported take place after a woman has left an abusive partner. [FN118][FN118] and the majority of battered women who are murdered are murdered after they have left home. [FN119][FN119] Similarly, in Chile the risk of injury increases after a battered woman has sought legal intervention.

MYTH: The United States is more “advanced” than Chile and other Latin American nations, and therefore, women enjoy better rights and a better position in society in the United States. [FN120][FN120]

In the supposedly more “advanced” nations of the Northern Hemisphere, despite the long struggle of women's rights activists, significant reforms are necessary to ensure that the legal systems intervene on behalf of battered women when called upon to do so. [FN121][FN121] The Latin American women's movement also has a long history, paralleling the origins of the United States and Western European women's movement. Because domestic violence reflects a structural inequality between men and women, analyses should address the position of women in society and in the structures of power in a nation, as well as the level and nature of women's power in the structures of society and politics. [FN122][FN122]

For instance, the gender pay gap in Chile is currently less than the disparity in the United States. [FN123][FN123] Chilean women have almost the same *206 level of education as Chilean men. [FN124][FN124] Women represent thirty-one percent of the population working outside the home; and although unemployment is slightly higher among women than men, these statistics do not reflect the number of women who work at home, both professionally and as mothers and homemakers. [FN125][FN125]

In 1990, there were more women in the Chilean legislature than in the United States Congress; [FN126][FN126] Chilean women legislators have long fought for an agenda on behalf of women's rights. [FN127][FN127] In 1991, while the Reagan and Bush administrations were severely cutting government programs for women, [FN128][FN128] the Chilean National Ministry for Women (SERNAM) was founded as an executive ministry empowered to review the status of women in the Chilean government and introduce corrective legislation when necessary. [FN129][FN129] SERNAM operates according to Chile's international legal obligations under the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women (Women’s Convention) and other international human rights instruments. [FN130][FN130] SERNAM's creation was based, in part, on a proposal by women's rights activists. [FN131][FN131] *207 Among other things, the agency provides legal assistance to battered women, works with police and the medical community to improve services for victims of domestic violence, conducts outreach educational services and media campaigns, coordinates the activities of other agencies and non-governmental organizations, and provides research, analysis facilities, and reports. [FN132][FN132]

Since its founding, SERNAM has sponsored legislation that abolished legal inequities in the marriage contract and the care of children (enacted in 1991), [FN133][FN133] and additional legislation that protects women working in the informal sector and creates family leave for both mothers and fathers (enacted in 1993). [FN134][FN134] SERNAM currently is formulating an affirmative action plan for equal opportunities in Chilean politics, in its broad definition, which addresses issues ranging from the composition of Congress to the care of children. [FN135][FN135] It has also introduced other legislative proposals which would improve the prosecution of rape,
require paid maternity leave, and mandate salary-sharing for housework and childrearing. [FN136][FN136]

However, the Chilean legal system retains many inequalities, such as a higher penalization of adultery for women. [FN137][FN137] Also, marital rape is not criminalized -- marital sex is considered a "duty of the marriage" [FN138][FN138] -- and, by law, remarriage after the death of a spouse or annulment is prohibited for a longer period of time for women than *208 men. [FN139][FN139] In the United States, comparable problems might include a post-divorce decrease in a woman's economic status, with a concomitant increase in a man's post-divorce economic status, [FN140][FN140] and the failure of most states to penalize marital rape. [FN141][FN141]

SERNAM's Intrafamily Violence Act is based on international legal obligations that require the elimination of all forms of discrimination against women. [FN142][FN142] If adopted by the United States, the Women's Convention's higher level of rights for women would require, at the very least, an equal rights amendment to the United States Constitution. [FN143][FN143]

MYTH: Chilean society is more “machista” than is the United States; therefore, the problem of violence against women must be worse. [FN144][FN144]

According to Chilean women, there is definitely an identifiable element of “machismo” in the culture and society of Chile. [FN145][FN145] Chilean culture is indeed different in many respects from the United States culture. For example, Chilean culture is generally more collective than United States culture. [FN146][FN146] However, not only is the incidence of domestic violence in the United States equivalent to that in Chile, [FN147][FN147] but also a culture of sexism and repression of women in the United States has been identified and linked with the high incidence of violence. [FN148][FN148]

With respect to women's rights in both the United States and Chile, politics, power, and culture are all highly interrelated. [FN149][FN149] Sexism exists in Chile, but it is intimately related to the social and political power of men and women. Activists also point out that such sexism is identifiable in every culture throughout the world, including the United States. [FN150][FN150] The tendency to stereotype Latin American women by labeling their political positions and the human rights violations they suffer as purely cultural phenomena [FN151][FN151] is the most likely reason that the cultural term “machista” is used to explain away the situation of Latina women.

A “social revolution,” with profound cultural changes, is necessary *210 to end violence against women in Chile. [FN152][FN152] But the same is true in the predominantly White culture of the United States. [FN153][FN153] Labelling violence against women as a problem of “the Latino culture” is another way of maintaining the overall political and societal status quo. It blames the victim by placing the onus on her own culture. [FN154][FN154]

Finally, aside from the fact that traditional policy makers have rarely listened to Latin American women, “culture” is a changing phenomenon subject to the influence of political action. For example, the transition of democracy in Chile “has produced a notable increase in the presence of the issue of women in public opinion and the means of communication, as it has become a part of the action of the government.” [FN155][FN155] As a representative of SERNAM explains the position of women in Chilean culture: “(r)ecently, we have been undergoing a very strong transition, in society, culture, and economically . . . a change in roles.” [FN156][FN156]

MYTH: Battered Latina women do not want the intervention of the legal system. [FN157][FN157]

Interviews of battered women in Chile show that many do want legal assistance, but were afraid to use the legal system because it caused more danger and “in the end, the law protected and sheltered the man more than it helped (the battered women).” [FN158][FN158] The provisions of SERNAM's Intrafamily Violence Act were based on conversations with battered women and their advocates, and incorporate their suggested legal reforms. As discussed supra, the Latin American women's movement has been especially focussed on legislative initiatives, expanding legal services for battered women, and creating international legal remedies to combat violence against women.
From the grass-roots level to the national political arena to the international legal arena, Latin American women are expressly seeking the intervention of the legal system to combat domestic violence. The current debate among the Latin American women's movement is not whether legal intervention is an appropriate answer to the domestic violence problem, but rather what is the best strategy to quickly win the reforms necessary to compel the intervention of the legal system on behalf of battered women.

**MYTH:** Latin America, and especially Chile, is so Catholic and “traditional” that women are much more hesitant to leave an abusive marriage than women in the United States.

Chile is an overwhelmingly Catholic country, and, due to the historical influence of the Catholic Church, is one of the few countries in the world where both divorce and abortion are illegal. Opinion polls of Chilean women show that they are in favor of legalizing abortion, with favorable arguments made by Catholics for Choice. In Chile, divorce for cause is available if there is grave mistreatment or adultery; however, more causes of action are available for men than women, and also, couples remain legally bound. After this type of divorce, future relationships are criminalized as adulterous. Although it has been historically difficult for battered women to win a divorce on the grounds of grave mistreatment, some recent cases have applied this norm to domestic violence cases.

Opinion polls of both men and women indicate that the majority of the population is in favor of legalizing divorce. About twelve to fifteen percent of Chileans, including judges, politicians, and Catholics, are separated or have had their first marriage annulled. However, annulment is not a very useful for victims of domestic violence, as it requires the consent of both spouses. A result of the legal prohibition of divorce is that sixty percent of Chilean children are considered illegitimate and 28.5% of Chilean families are single-parent. More men than women are considered married, and more women than men consider themselves as in live-in partnerships. A current provision of the Penal Code mandates increased sanctions for assaults on family members, but does not apply to unmarried couples.

Since, in reality, many Chileans separate and enter new relationships, Chilean judges have developed some norms to protect the rights of unmarried couples. Post-separation “adultery” is rarely prosecuted, although the charge is sometimes leveled against women in child custody cases. In general, a patriarchal culture is identifiable among Chilean judges which generally works against battered women and women's rights. Similarly, according to the U.S. Senate Judiciary Committee and numerous studies of gender bias among judges in the United States, the patriarchal values of judges in the United States works to severely diminish the rights of battered women.

The reality of Chilean society and the mentality of Catholic culture may not present an insurmountable obstacle to renegotiating or ending abusive marriages. Throughout the legislative debate of the Intrafamily Violence Act, the issue of “family values” did not arise as an insurmountable obstacle, even among conservative Catholic legislators.

**MYTH:** Due to political and socioeconomic problems, the law is not a feasible option for battered women in developing, Latin American nations.

Legal literacy and the ability to legally defend one's rights are concepts which can work well for women in developing countries. Given the history of dictatorships in Latin America, one would not expect high trust for government protection of human rights. In spite of this, the Latin American women's rights movement views improving legal remedies as essential and necessary to the elimination of violence against women. Similarly, Chilean women believe that legal reforms are indispensible in the campaign to end domestic violence.

The introduction of new legislation, chosen as an important step in the Chilean campaign, has been viewed as an
impetus to a widespread social revolution against domestic violence. [FN186] The rationale is that legislation can be a means of social change and education, which is an idea that works fairly well in Chile. Chile is a very “legalistic” society, [FN187] has a high literacy rate, [FN188] and developments in the law are accessible to the general populace. [FN189] Chileans tend to follow the law, therefore, changes in the law to advance women's rights can have a powerful effect in society. [FN190]

For example, when batterers are told that marital law has changed so that women are no longer obligated to “obey and follow” their husbands, they tend to comply. [FN191] Similarly, when battered women are instructed about their legal rights and are provided with adequate legal assistance and protection, they are more likely to confront the batterer in court. [FN192] In Chile, the actual content of the law is so important to the people that the Ministry of Justice, commenting on SERNAM's legislative proposals, stated that: “(w)ithout legal modifications Chileans will not accept the change.” [FN193] In Chile, “the law instructs the paths and *216 reflects the values of the society.” [FN194] In this context, legislation is an appropriate tool to effectuate and accelerate the social revolution to end violence against women.

MYTH: The women's rights movement is more “advanced” in the United States than in Latin America, because Latin American women are not as politically active. [FN195]

During the years when there was a backlash against women's rights in the United States, the Chilean women's movement was making significant progress and adding a new generation of feminists. [FN196] In the United States, after a decade of regression cumulating in 1991, [FN197] a *217 new wave of feminism has hit the United States and women's rights are coming back onto the national political agenda. [FN198] In Chile, the women's rights movement was not stunted by a cultural backlash during the 1980s, [FN199] and the level of activism has since been increasing. [FN200] One difference is that in Chile, the issue of domestic violence was brought to public attention eight years ago; whereas in the United States this issue arose about twenty years ago. [FN201] On the other hand, in other Latin American countries, the women's movement has been working on the issue of domestic violence for decades. [FN202] Another difference is that the Chilean movement could be more effective:

The Chilean movement to end intrafamily violence is responding to the problem in a distinctly different manner than the formula proposed by the feminists of the “North.” It is working in nearly all levels: in the government, in non-governmental organizations, in feminist groups and in the organizations of the poor areas. The focus areas to overcome the problem of domestic violence include increasing awareness, assistance, treatment, and prevention. What is common in all these efforts, however, is their integral development. [FN203] *218 The problem with the myth that women are culpable as politically inactive is the underlying belief that the women's movement is solely responsible for changing the legal system's policy of discrimination against women. In the United States, some legal actors would like to see the women's movement singlehandedly reform the legal system. [FN204] In Chile, those who are against legal reforms claim that “only societal organizations” can convince battered women to use the legal system, which is not seen as culpable.

The Chilean woman's political message is clear and has been presented in a concerted campaign against violence, but the social change underway is impossible to effectuate without the cooperation of the national legal and political systems. [FN205] As Argentine official Haydee Birgin commented at SERNAM's International Meeting on the Politics of Equal Opportunities, which was attended by over 1,000 women in Santiago, Chile, because “the feminist revolution was outside the sphere of the (traditional) political powers, there is a need to normalize, transform, and legalize its transformation of society to the political (arena).” [FN206] However, as far as creating the conditions in which this transformation can occur, that is the responsibility of the traditional power brokers. [FN207] The conference also related information about women's political campaigns to transform Chilean society, culture, media, workplaces, families, laws, and politics of all types, with the overall goal of creating equal opportunities for women. [FN208] The theme of the conference was that legislative affirmative action programs to create *219 equal opportunities in government are essential to effectuate women's
political power.  \[\text{FN209}\]

Given the demonstrated level of women's political activism in Chile, it is clear that the purported lack of political participation by women is not a cause of the legal system's non-responsiveness to violence against women. Actually, the contrary is true:

During the last four years (since the end of the dictatorship), Chile has openly recognized another obstacle for the participation of women in the transition to democracy. That obstacle has been named, adequately, intrafamily violence. Here in Chile, as in other countries, it has been one of the biggest obstacles for the democratic participation of women in society.  \[\text{FN210}\]

MYTH: There are so many other human rights problems in Latin America that ending violence against women is not high on the political agenda.

Despite all of the problems in Latin America, the human rights movement and the struggle for democracy has spurred the growth, not the repression of the women's rights movement.  \[\text{FN211}\] Women have gained significant political power during the last two decades in spite of the forces of repression during this time of dictatorial rule in the Southern Cone. As discussed infra, this has provided an impetus to advance women's rights.

In the 1970s, following the lead of the Madres de la Plaza de Mayo,  \[\text{FN212}\] women in the Southern Cone courageously became the first *220 sector of society to publicly protest grave human rights violations.  \[\text{FN213}\] By the end of the 1980s, women were authors of successful campaigns to overturn dictatorships in a number of Latin American nations.  \[\text{FN214}\]

Historically, Latin American women's political actions, however, were mythologized and minimized by the United States and Western societies.  \[\text{FN215}\] Similar conduct occurred among the traditional male powers from both the left  \[\text{FN216}\] and the right  \[\text{FN217}\] in Latin America.  \[\text{FN218}\] During *221 the dictatorships in Argentina (1976-1983)  \[\text{FN219}\] and Chile (1973- 1989),  \[\text{FN220}\] women political activists were characterized as highly emotional  \[\text{FN221}\] and stereotypically feminine,  \[\text{FN222}\] while men took credit for women's political formation and success.  \[\text{FN223}\] Also, the gender-based torture of female political prisoners -- including rape and sexual harassment by male military officials  \[\text{FN224}\] -- was not addressed by the international human rights community.  \[\text{FN225}\] At the same time, non-traditional *222 political action by women transformed and expanded politics in general in the Southern Cone, and such action laid the foundation for more grass-roots participation and the adding of human rights issues to national political agendas.  \[\text{FN226}\]

Fighting human rights abuses such as governmental torture spurred a parallel, rapidly growing involvement of Latin American women fighting for their human rights -- especially the fundamental right to be free from violence.  \[\text{FN227}\] These issues arose, in part, because of the military dictatorships' repression of women's rights in order to create a “modern,” “Western,” and “Christian” society.  \[\text{FN228}\] In particular, the Chilean dictatorship arose with the support of the United States.  \[\text{FN229}\] More recently, the situation in Peru is another example demonstrating how the lack of democracy and the repression of women's rights are interrelated in Latin America.  \[\text{FN230}\]

*223 Currently, in the campaign against violence against women, activists are using the slogan: “Democracy, without the human rights of women, IS NOT DEMOCRACY.”  \[\text{FN231}\] However, in 1991, the United States Embassy in Chile refused to answer the question of whether support by the United States of overseas democracies would include women's rights as part of the criteria for the definition of a democracy.  \[\text{FN232}\]

The Latin American campaign for women's human rights remains connected to the more general human rights agenda, and is considered part of the social revolution necessary to ensure peace:
Women, then, proclaim the indivisibility of their human rights, considering that “as long as women have no right to live without violence, and the necessary measures to resolve structural violence against them are not adopted, there can be no advancement towards the construction of a sustainable peace process.” [FN233][FN233]

Furthermore, the campaign for women’s human rights has never been seen to necessitate the abandonment of other human rights issues. [FN234][FN234] On the contrary:

This (recognition and enforcement of women’s rights as human rights) does not mean that the human rights community should abandon other issues, rather that it should incorporate gender perspectives into these and see how this broadens their scope of action. The idea is that women possess instruments to eliminate human rights discrimination. According to international law, human rights are historically determined and thus susceptible to evolution through the incorporation of new categories of people who may acquire the status of human beings in the eyes of society. [FN235][FN235]

The Chilean woman’s political experience with respect to general human rights issues has resulted in a political voice that is being heard by more traditional powers. Recently elected Chilean President Eduardo Frei included the eradication of domestic violence and the respect of women's rights in his election platform. [FN236][FN236] As a candidate, Eduardo Frei also promised SERNAM the financial support necessary to effectuate and enforce the Intrafamily Violence Act. [FN237][FN237] In 1993, the Chilean Network Against Domestic and Sexual Violence, which connects every interested organization, was inaugurated with the purpose of carrying out the mandate behind the Intrafamily Violence Act. Although legal reforms, among other measures designed to combat domestic violence in Latin America are not yet fully enacted,

the actions carried out by women at different levels, especially information and training, self-help groups, and, more recently, national and regional networks, have helped put the issue of violence against women on the political and social agenda of every Latin American country. [FN238][FN238]

IV.COMMON MYTHS INSTITUTIONALIZED IN LEGAL SYSTEMS

Argentine researcher Cecilia Vila has studied legal systems from seven different cultures and found that each has institutionalized certain myths about battered women, and used these myths to justify inaction in domestic violence cases. The five myths identified by Ms. Vila are analyzed with respect to the Chilean and United States legal systems. [FN239][FN239]

*225 (1) The first myth identified is that domestic violence can be defined in terms of sickness. That is, women have masochistic or weak personalities, while batterers have psychopathic or alcoholic personalities. This myth obscures the structural and legal aspects of the battered woman’s problems. [FN240][FN240]

Alcohol is actually present in only fifty percent of the domestic violence cases in Chile. [FN241][FN241] Similarly, the myth that batterers have some mental illness, thereby explaining the violence, is not supported in fact. Batterers do not fall into a single, determinable psychiatric category. [FN242][FN242] In fact, psychological treatment of batterers has had mixed results. One psychologist in the United States specializing in mandatory treatment programs for batterers has found that, despite treatment, there is a high rate of recurrence because, in many cases, the problem goes much deeper than what outpatient treatment is able to repair. He recommends further study and the increased use of imprisonment due to the batterers’ continued violent attitudes towards women. [FN243][FN243] Additionally, the same researcher found that battered women who receive adequate protection from the batterer have almost a fifty percent chance of ending the violence in their lives. [FN244][FN244]

Furthermore, studies in both the United States and Chile indicate that the psychological characteristics of the battered woman syndrome [FN245][FN245] are traceable to the effects of the violence. [FN246][FN246] In Chile, the *226 most telling psychological characteristic of 222 battered women interviewed was the fear of violent retaliation for seeking escape. [FN247][FN247] The great majority abhorred the violence and wanted it to stop. [FN248][FN248]
Domestic violence typically begins after a couple has begun living together, making it difficult for women to avoid the problem in advance. Although some battered women consider domestic violence to be “normal” due to the existence of violence in their family history, these very same women desire outside assistance to end the pattern of violence in their lives.

In Chile, instead of blaming the victim for assumed psychological shortcomings, advocates and Congressional members alike are beginning to recognize psychological violence as a form of violence against women. Unlike the U.S. Violence Against Women Act, the Intrafamily Violence Act penalizes psychological violence. Although the Intrafamily Violence Act does not define psychological violence, general working definitions include “insults, put-downs or offenses proffered by the aggressor (,)” threats of violence and death threats, or constant complaints about a woman’s conduct or denials. A project effectuating Chilean Penal Code article 296, which penalizes threats as a crime, has been established. Although women must prove that the threat is accompanied by the realistic chance that it will be acted on, the law’s penalties and resultant judicial monitoring has proven to be fairly successful in preventing further aggressions.

Psychological violence almost always precedes physical domestic violence, but it is also a separately defined act of violence against women in Chile. Chilean research and analysis indicates that the effects of psychological violence are sometimes as grave as those of physical violence. Consistent with this analysis, the latest research shows that 33.5% of Chilean women suffer from psychological violence.

(2) The second common misconception is that the woman did something to provoke the violence. This misconception is based on the belief that there is a “natural” familial hierarchy where the woman must obey the husband; and, in cases of disobedience, the husband’s “enforcement” is legally justifiable.

How a battered woman supposedly “provokes” violence has no rhyme nor reason. Instead, typically a system of constant, but unpredictable, violence is highly interrelated with the man’s exercise of control and power over the woman. The victim is unable to predict which behavior will please the batterer and prevent the violence, and is unable to prevent further torture by changing her behavior. Typically, the batterer exercises increasing control over the woman’s behavior, preventing her from leaving home or from expressing herself within the home, resulting in her isolation and an apparently more passive, submissive, and stereotypically female role. The violence continues and increases, notwithstanding that the woman adopted and complied with the role. In other words, the battered woman's syndrome is imposed and enforced by the batterer.

On the other hand, assertive and empowered action by battered women tends to increase the violence. The act of making a complaint or attempting to escape from an abusive relationship is very dangerous. In the United States, some women’s attempts to become more assertive and in control of their lives has been linked to increased repression and violence by the men in their lives. In Chile, one study demonstrates that thirty-three percent of battered women were their family’s primary providers, and that they were then beaten because they did not fulfill this role to their husband’s standards.

In both the United States and Chile, the facts that aggression tends to increase after a battered woman seeks outside assistance, and that the respective legal systems do not adequately protect women from continued violence, results in the battered woman’s fear of leaving the abusive relationship. These facts also help to explain the battered woman’s purported passivity and this myth’s interpretation of the exaggerated gender stereotypes.
The third and fourth myths identified by Ms. Vila can be addressed and dismissed in conjunction with one another.

Ms. Vila’s third myth is that a battered woman who wanted to leave an abusive relationship could do so at her discretion. By failing to account for the panic of the woman confronting her aggressor and the lack of outside assistance, this myth institutionalizes the legal system’s acquittal when the woman refuses to leave. The fourth myth identified by Ms. Vila is that a woman so desiring could make a legal complaint about the violence. Not only does this myth fail to account for the serious risk of increased aggression, the lack of prosecution in the legal system, and the lack of protection for the victim, but it also produces a “bureaucratic” attitude among the State’s legal officials.

(5) The final myth identified by Vilas in her cross-cultural study is that the problem is relegated to the lower classes.

This myth, although backed by faulty academic studies, is reflective of the social class system and is based on a tendency to denigrate the individual suffering from domestic violence. This myth is used to justify inaction by the legal system under the theory that poverty must first be reduced before domestic violence can be eliminated.

In reality, domestic violence exists at the same high levels in the United States regardless of economic class. Additionally, recent Chilean studies show that domestic violence exists not only among the poor, but also in the middle and upper classes. A 1989 study of 222 poor women found that 80.2% had suffered domestic violence at least once, while 62.6% were battered by their husbands, boyfriends, or a male family member within the past year. However, this study noted that poverty cannot be the sole cause of violence since the woman’s economic dependence on her husband was not the only issue at hand. Also, violent manifestations of frustration were directed at men such as bosses or co-workers. A woman’s lack of economic means to leave a violent relationship reflects a social structure in which men have more economic power than women. This feminization of poverty is problematic in the United States as well. For example, in the 1980s, almost half of all homeless women, the fastest growing segment of the homeless population, were escaping domestic violence.

Earlier Chilean studies on domestic violence were conducted primarily among the lower classes. However, in 1992, the first thorough study to include the upper, middle, and lower classes verified what victims’ advocates had long claimed: domestic violence is present throughout all Chilean class levels. This study indicates that, while middle and lower classes of women experience physical violence on similar levels of frequency, upper-class women also experience physical violence. Also, the degree of psychological violence was similar in all three classes.

A proponent of this fifth myth argues that poor battered women are in the “machista subculture” of the lower classes “because they have been beaten all of their conjugal lives.” Interviews indicate that poor battered women abhor the violence and wish, not only that the law would protect them, but also that they were more financially independent so they could leave the abusive relationship. The flip side of the myth is that domestic violence is considered a “taboo” subject among Chile’s upper and middle classes, and that makes seeking outside assistance more difficult. Similarly, the misguided misconception of cultural relativism that women in the United States enjoy superior rights to women in developing countries prevents the enactment of international legal remedies that would benefit women in the United States. A similar misconception has been used to justify the failure to use sanctions in the upper classes in Chile that would be considered appropriate among the poor. The “sanction” of encouraging a battered woman to pardon her husband is currently being used in a middle-to-upper class jurisdiction in Santiago because the judge believes domestic violence is a problem of the lower classes and “insists that . . . (domestic violence) is the exception in my jurisdiction.”

V. THE CHILEAN LEGAL SYSTEM: HIDDEN JUDICIAL DISCRETION IN DOMESTIC VIOLENCE CASES

A. Penal Sanctioning Processes

Judge Valdovinos also monitors cases to see if the violence continues, and is willing to impose further penalties, including imprisonment, upon repeated incidents. [FN291] Judicial discretion allows her to impose a series of sanctions from a list she has created for use in domestic violence cases. [FN292] Predominately, Judge Valdovinos “pardon(s)” 232 batterers and lectures them not to hit the woman again. [FN293] She backs this policy by her beliefs that this is the best sanction in a Latin American country, that domestic violence is very rare in the middle to upper-class area of Santiago comprising her jurisdiction, and that some women, because they are so “protected” in Chilean society, “look for violent situations.” [FN294] Although she agrees that domestic violence is unjustifiable, she also claims to understand its existence. [FN295] In so acting, the judge is using judicial discretion, built into the Chilean Penal Code, which allows for a choice of imprisonment or a small fine in “light” injury cases. [FN296] Similarly, two sections of the Code of Criminal Procedure allow a judge discretion to lecture the parties and suspend any sentence. [FN297] A 1989 amendment to the Code of Criminal Procedure should limit this discretion by mandating that criminal judges view protection of victims as a primary obligation and take necessary measures to this end. [FN298]

Many Chilean legal actors believe that there is no judicial discretion in domestic violence cases; and therefore, mistakenly conclude that every “light” injury case could only be sentenced by a small fine. [FN300] With rare exceptions, [FN301] such a fine is levied in the eighty-two percent of domestic violence cases considered “light” injury cases. [FN302] However, the penal code allows for “light” injury cases to carry a sentence of imprisonment. [FN303] In other words, although many Chilean legal actors mistakenly blamed the inadequate sentencing on the limitations of the penal code, the blame rightfully should be placed on the shoulders of the judiciary. [FN304]

*233 In the municipal district of Santiago, advocates in SERNAM’s Pilot Project have had to move judges away from the penal code’s “formalism” in order to procure prison sentences and a concomitant decrease in recidivism. [FN305] Similarly, the Pilot Project has presented evidence to judges showing a history of violence in the cases they handle, in an effort to educate the judiciary on the gravity of domestic violence. [FN306] This is simply another example of the Pilot Project’s efforts to overcome the “formalism” perceived in the Code of Criminal Procedure.

Comparing the results of the cases litigated by SERNAM’s Pilot Project with those in the other Santiago criminal district -- that utilizes suspended sentences and lectures -- demonstrates the ample judicial discretion allowed by the Chilean Penal Code in domestic violence cases. However, in contrast to the cases reviewed above, Chilean judges usually claim to be bound by codified legislation, and deny the discretion to interpret the law. [FN307] As will be explained infra, Chilean judges at times develop de facto judicial norms, such as the purported limitation on discretion to impose sanctions in domestic violence cases, that have the effect of limiting the interpretation of codified law. The Chilean civil law tradition of legal formalism described infra differs significantly from the United States legal tradition.

When 19th century Western European rationalism was imported to Latin America from Spain, the attempt to empirically codify all legal rules and regulations resulted in a formalistic and ultimately conservative view of the role of judges in Latin America. Through the Spanish civil law system, Latin American legal systems codified norms of the existing societal order of the late 19th and early 20th centuries, including the concept of patriarchy. [FN308] The Chilean Penal Code, adopted from the Spanish version, has not been substantially revised since 1873, and still incorporates patriarchal norms that influence judicial decisionmaking in domestic violence cases. [FN309]

Moreover, during the mid-20th century, although Chilean society was changing with the advancement of
women's rights, Chilean judges *234 were becoming increasingly formalistic and “scientific” about the application of the law. [FN310][FN310] After 1945, with the onset of modernism, the Chilean legal system moved away from the belief that law should relate to family and neighborhood life, and towards a system of “abstract and technical justice.” [FN311][FN311] Legal “experts” became less concerned with the affairs of people, and more concerned with basing their “logical, semantic, and epistemological” decisions on “a matrix of rules found exclusively in the codebooks.” [FN312][FN312] Following this tradition, current judges have deduced that the penal code limits their ability to sanction domestic violence to only a small fine. [FN313][FN313] As was demonstrated supra, alternative interpretations of the penal code allow that domestic violence may be sanctioned with a prison sentence, a suspended sentence, or other measures necessary to protect the victim. [FN314][FN314]

A recent study of Chilean judicial attitudes explains why judges refrain from stating their reasons for choosing between different interpretations of the codes. [FN315][FN315] As early as 1969, with the civil law system generally moving away from strict formalism, judges routinely interpreted codified laws. [FN316][FN316] In Chile, the codified laws at times present the possibility of diverse interpretation requiring judges to make a choice. [FN317][FN317] However, Chilean judges generally consider themselves to be “slaves to the law,” [FN318][FN318] and, therefore, present their judgements “as the only and correct interpretation of the law,” [FN319][FN319] and their reasoning as an “essentially logical and mechanical” application of the codified law. [FN320][FN320] Their reasoning and sentences “must always correspond to the express text of the law.” [FN321][FN321]

In reality, Chilean judges, especially in domestic violence cases, have been interpreting the codes all along and have even developed judicial norms. [FN322][FN322] This explains the development of the de facto judicial norm that “light” injury domestic violence cases can only be sentenced*235 with a small fine. [FN323][FN323] Since the principle of stare decisis is not applicable in the Chilean legal system, [FN324][FN324] the judicial application of this de facto norm in the great majority of domestic violence cases must be influenced by other factors.

The failure of Chilean judges to state their reasoning masks the value judgements made in nearly every decision. [FN325][FN325] Chilean judges must choose between various interpretations of the law; however, by justifying their decisions with the formalistic assertion that they are “merely applying” codified legislation they “refuse to submit to criticism and self-criticism of their own value-judgements, interests, and options, which, undoubtedly, play a fundamental role in each of their decisions.” [FN326][FN326] This approach was particularly prevalent during periods of dictatorial rule when many Chilean judges, including members of the Supreme Court, claimed they were “merely applying” the codes dictated by the military government, even to the point of refusing to apply available constitutional principles in cases of grave human rights violations. [FN327][FN327] This approach has carried over to the eighty-two percent of domestic violence cases that are adjudicated as “light” injury cases and punished, if at all, with only a small fine. [FN328][FN328]

*236 Women's rights activists in Chile have identified that norm and the judicial reasoning behind it as patriarchy, or sexism. [FN329][FN329] Similarly in the United States, although state penal codes allow for criminal penalties, domestic violence is routinely treated as a misdemeanor. [FN330][FN330] In the United States, “crimes disproportionately affecting women are often treated less seriously than comparable crimes against men.” [FN331][FN331]

These phenomena occur despite the differences in the legal systems. Although judges in the United States are also influenced by codified laws and the principle of certainty, [FN332][FN332] the system in the United States tends to focus on the actions and mens rea of the criminal rather than the effects of the crime. [FN333][FN333] The punishment of crime, therefore, is based on a theory of retribution for the criminal's wrongdoing, [FN334][FN334] rather than on the happenstance of whether the criminal caused a certain result. [FN335][FN335] However, this focus on criminal mindset rather than effect on the victim has been a hinderance to women's rights in the United States. [FN336][FN336]
A number of cases in the United States have concluded that a man's subjective belief that he did not intend to rape a woman excuses him from the crime, even when there was ample objective evidence of rape. [FN337] Recently California courts have applied this argument to avoid penalizing violence against immigrant women, because men from other *237 cultures believed they had the right to abuse them, in spite of the inherent violation of the women's rights as set forth in the state's penal code. Perhaps more focus on the actions of the alleged abuser, rather than their mental state, would improve women's rights in the United States. This, however, is unlikely since study after study shows that assaults on men are treated as more serious than similar violence against women. [FN338] In other words, the root of the problem is not the mechanics of the legal system, but sexism.

B. Defining the Crime

In contrast to the focus in the United States on mens rea, the Chilean Penal Code mechanically defines the crime of assault by grading the victim's injuries. Similar to the result of the approach in the United States, the Chilean Penal Code's grading system also limited women's rights. In a manner reminiscent of the “an eye for an eye, or a tooth for a tooth” doctrine, the Chilean Penal Code distinguishes the gravity of assaults, and their sanctions, by the gravity of the injuries caused, without much focus on the individual rights involved. [FN339] “Light” injuries are punishable as misdemeanors, while injuries in the categories “less grave,” “grave,” “very grave,” or “the most grave” are classified as felonies. [FN340]

In every domestic violence case in Chile, the characterization of the injury as either a felony or misdemeanor requires the exercise of judicial discretion. However, in domestic violence cases, most judges and other legal actors believe that the only differences between a “light” injury misdemeanor and a “less grave” felony is whether or not the victim lost work or required medical treatment for more than fourteen days. [FN341] Requisite legal-medical reports distinguish “light” injuries from “less grave” injuries by, in fact, looking to the number of days necessary for recovery. [FN342] Even in cases where there is a pattern of frequent beating lasting for years, [FN343] unless the violence results in an extremely severe *238 injury, criminal felony prosecution is unavailable in this system.

The Chilean Penal Code itself does not distinguish “light” from “less grave” injuries by the fourteen-day rule. The Code defines “light” injuries as “those not contemplated in Article 399. [FN344] Similarly, “less grave” injuries are defined as “those injuries not contemplated in the . . . ( grave,' more grave,' and gravest' injury) article.” [FN345]

Furthermore, the “light” injuries portion of the Code states that “(t)hese injuries are distinguished from the next highest level of injury by the conception of the Tribunal, taking into account the quality of the people and the circumstances of the act.” [FN346] Two Supreme Court cases on other types of assaults have ruled accordingly. In the Segundo Aguillera Ramúrez [FN347] case, the Court ruled that fifteen days of recuperation on the official medical report was “not sufficient for the qualification of the injury,” and that the distinction of the level of criminality based on time for recovery only applies to the distinction between “grave” and “less grave” injuries. [FN348] In the Carlos Chamy Valencia [FN349] case, the Court stated that the distinction between “light” injury misdemeanors and “less grave” injury felonies is “entirely in the realm of judicial discretion.” [FN350] Therefore, the fourteen-day rule is nothing more than creative judicial discretion; therefore, the great majority of domestic violence cases could, in fact, be adjudicated as felonies and not misdemeanors.

One Chilean judge asserts her right to utilize ample judicial discretion in domestic violence cases, saying “I never feel limited (by the penal code). If the issue is not resolved (in the code), I resolve it.” [FN351] However, even this judge mistakenly believes that the code mandates that all cases not resulting in fourteen days of medical treatment or *239 of work must be treated as “light” injury cases. [FN352] Also, even though the code allows “less grave” injuries to be punished with either imprisonment or a fine. [FN353] Judge Valdovinos claims that the use of judicial discretion in suspending sentences applies only to “light” injury cases.
She justifies this by noting that the Code creates certain judicial “obligations” mandating imprisonment in grave injury cases, especially “when the life of the woman is in danger.” Even if the battered woman wanted a suspended sentence for the batterer in such cases, this judge feels that the code obliges her to impose a prison sentence.

In sum, even though the Chilean Penal Code offers sufficient judicial discretion to characterize most domestic violence cases as a felony, eighty-two percent of such cases are adjudicated as misdemeanors. Of those misdemeanors, the great majority are sentenced with only a small fine, even though the code allows the imposition of a prison sentence and other criminal remedies designed to protect the victim from further assaults. However, due to hidden judicial discretion, a norm has developed which negates a Chilean woman's fundamental human right to effective State protection from domestic violence. This is also true in the United States, where comparable crimes affecting men are treated more seriously. Domestic violence cases typically are adjudicated as misdemeanors, and victims are left without protection from continued assaults.

While judicial norms have been developed in Chile based on the changing cultural values, the lack of uniformity in judicial reasoning makes these decisions inconsistent. People cannot rely on previous decisions to enforce their rights, because the principle of stare decisis is not mandated. As the Chilean legal system began to address the changes prompted by the women's movement against domestic violence, erratic decisions resulted. Women within the same city faced either a mandate to suspend sentences on batterers, a fairly effective judicial protection of their rights, or more typically, the imposition of a small fine, depending on the victim's location and the values of the particular judge in their jurisdiction. This is comparable to the situation of battered women in the United States: that is, in fifteen states, mandatory arrest *240 laws avail better protection of women's rights; whereas, in other states and jurisdictions, such laws have not yet been adopted.

In sum, judges in both Chile and the United States could utilize their respective penal codes to criminalize and sanction domestic violence as a means to protect battered women from further injuries. However, in the majority of jurisdictions in both countries, domestic violence cases are treated as insufficiently penalized misdemeanors, while battered women are exposed to further and more serious injuries, some resulting in death.

C.Constitutional and Human Rights Principles

One means to properly direct judicial discretion in Chile is to uncover the value judgements made in cases, and require that judges utilize constitutional principles in their decisionmaking. The supreme law of Chile is the Chilean Constitution which, by incorporating international human rights treaties, requires the effective judicial investigation, prosecution, and punishment in domestic violence cases. Also, the Constitution explicitly requires judicial protection of a woman's right to life, physical and mental integrity, and freedom from discrimination. Constitutional norms should be applied to domestic violence cases in order to arrive at more principled judicial decisionmaking in defending a woman's fundamental rights. Similarly, in the United States, the U.S. Violence Against Women Act suggests that domestic violence is a gender-based crime, violating a woman's right to equality, and would sanction such crimes under federal civil rights provisions.

The Chilean Constitution, and the values found therein, should serve as the primary instrument in interpreting other bodies of law designed to protect a woman's fundamental rights. Constitutional norms should be applied to domestic violence cases in order to arrive at more principled judicial decisionmaking in defending a woman's fundamental rights. Similarly, in the United States, the U.S. Violence Against Women Act suggests that domestic violence is a gender-based crime, violating a woman's right to equality, and would sanction such crimes under federal civil rights provisions.

However, traditionally, the Chilean judicial culture has not recognized constitutional superiority, nor used constitutional principles in the interpretation of other bodies of law. Instead, Chilean judges have “a tendency to conceive each body of (Ch)ilean law, if not each precept, as autonomous entities and sufficient to determine the resolution of a case.” Legislating principled discretion in domestic violence cases,
as the supporters of the Intrafamily Violence Act advocate, makes sense in this system. Again, speaking on the issue of a woman's right to equality, the Chilean Minister of Justice has stated that “(w)ithout legal modifications, (C)hileans will not accept the change.” [FN370]

In the United States, section 1983 of the U.S. Code [FN371] has recently become the tool for enforcing a municipality's duty to provide equal police protection to victims of domestic violence and victims of other forms of assault. [FN372] Domestic violence suits have been lost because of the difficulty of proving a constitutional violation; in the U.S., the equal protection clause is interpreted to require a showing of intentional discrimination in gender bias cases. [FN373] Also, in these cases, as well as under*242 the U.S. Violence Against Women Act, governmental entities are liable only for monetary damages payable after the victim has been seriously injured. [FN374] United States Constitutional remedies do not, as yet, provide a means to protect battered women from continued violence.

Unless and until legislation is implemented correcting the legal system's failure to effectively investigate, prosecute, and punish domestic violence cases under the current penal code, Chile will continue to be in violation of its international legal obligations. [FN375] Similarly, the United States also violates applicable fundamental human rights law by failing to effectively investigate, prosecute, and punish violence against women. [FN376] In particular, the United States is technically in violation of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, [FN377] which it ratified in 1993. [FN378] The United States government has yet to formally accede to any of the Covenant's international enforcement mechanisms. [FN379] Therefore, litigation against the United States in an international forum to enforce the legal obligation to effectively prosecute and punish domestic violence would be difficult, but it is possible. [FN380] In contrast, a case could more easily be brought before the Inter-American Court of Human Rights against Chile to enforce its obligation to provide effective judicial protection for women's fundamental human rights.

Additionally, Chilean women's rights advocates plan further litigation*243 on constitutional issues. [FN381] Such litigation would likely end up in the Chilean Supreme Court, which is dominated by conservative justices who remain from the military regime. [FN382] However, unlike the United States Constitution, [FN383] the Chilean Constitution incorporates international human rights instruments. [FN384]

In the Chilean Court of Appeals, a promising case has recently emerged that may help develop women's fundamental human rights. In Rebolledo vs. González, the Chilean Court of Appeals ordered a batterer to stay away from the family home, in order to protect the woman's and children's constitutional rights to life and physical and mental integrity. [FN385] In Rebolledo, a battered woman presented a written petition testifying that her husband persistently threatened her rights guaranteed by article 19 of the Chilean Constitution, and convinced the court to issue a protective order based on the court's obligation to enforce that article. [FN386] The domestic violence in this case was particularly severe: it included sexual assaults of the woman and her daughter and repeated threats on the woman's life, especially after she had called the police. [FN387] The petition also included facts showing that the violence had caused mental duress, violating the woman's right to mental integrity. [FN388]

Article 20 of the Chilean Constitution provides every person who suffers the deprivation, perturbation, or threat of the fundamental rights established in article 19, has the right to petition the Court of Appeals for the immediate adoption of measures necessary to ensure the protection of the affected rights. [FN389] This recourse is commonly called “amparo” in Latin America. The Chilean Constitution includes not only the recourse of amparo, but article 20 additionally requires the Court of *244 Appeals to take whatever measures necessary to reestablish the superiority of constitutional law. [FN390] Ms. Rebolledo's petition stated that when she looked to the police for help, they only warned her husband that he would be imprisoned if they had to return. [FN391] In contrast to the typical failure of the lower Chilean courts and the Supreme Court to recognize the superiority of constitutional principles, [FN392] the Court of Appeals decided to take into account the lack of protection a
battered woman receives from other agencies of the legal system and formulate the constitutional recourse required under article 20.

Appellate Court Minister Carlos Cerda interviewed the parties in Rebolledo, and decided that the woman's testimony was very credible, while the man was lying when he claimed that he had never physically or sexually abused the woman or the children. [FN393] Upon reporting his findings to the other two Appellate Court Ministers, Minister Cerda recommended an order protecting the woman's constitutional rights to life and physical and mental integrity. [FN394] Minister Cerda was very interested in basing the order on international human rights principles, including the rights to freedom from discrimination found in the International Women's Convention. [FN395] The Appellate Court issued the order that the batterer leave the family home indefinitely "to re-establish the tranquility of the home and for the mental health of his wife and children." [FN396] Also, the Court ordered that the mother have custody of the children. [FN397] This order injects international human rights principles into Chilean jurisprudence, and the published decision stated that a battered woman's constitutional rights to life and physical and mental integrity are protected by the Chilean Constitution. [FN398] However, the Appellate Court's decision does not directly address the issue of gender discrimination. [FN399]

Minister Cerda has continued trying to develop the use of human rights law to defend women's rights. For example, in Ewert v. Ojeda, a *245 separated woman petitioned for custody of her children under article 20 of the Constitution, stating that her husband's detention of herself and their children by his associates on the police force violated her constitutional rights to liberty and personal security. [FN400] A Santiago Minors Tribunal judge ordered custody for the husband, based on its judgment that the woman's failure to stay married and her post-divorce "adultery" posed a threat to the moral development of the children and rendered her unfit for custody. [FN401] The Minors Tribunal issued this order despite the fact that the children, while in custody of the husband, were living with his mother, who had been separated for seven years. [FN402] Although another court order gave Ms. Ewert rights to take the children on trips, her ex-husband, an army lieutenant, used his influence within the police force to engineer the arrest and detention of the woman and children when they arrived at their destination, and had the children transported in a police airplane back to his residence in Santiago. [FN403] Minister Cerda believes that the police detention and the Minor Tribunal's order were based on illegal and unconstitutional gender discrimination and thus, in violation of the woman's rights under the International Women's Convention, which is incorporated as part of the Chilean Constitution. [FN404] However, he was unable to convince his fellow Minister Justices to adopt this view, and the Appeals Court decided against issuing an order of protection. [FN405]

The Ewert case demonstrates that even the most progressive Chilean judges have a long way to go before norms are developed to ensure women's rights to freedom from gender discrimination. In a criminal law jurisdiction in the same city, another judge used her discretion to *246 suspend batterers' sentences, and advised battered women to try to improve themselves through dance therapy because she believes that "sometimes women look for violent situations." [FN406] Since stare decisis is not required in the Chilean legal system, the decisions favoring women's rights developed through SERNAM's Pilot Project do not guarantee that any similar decisions will follow. [FN407] The influence of traditional formalism and hidden patriarchal judicial discretion in domestic violence cases will be hard to overcome by case law alone. [FN408] The Rebolledo case is compelling because it is based on the constitutional rights to life and physical and mental integrity and could be used to support similar arguments in other women's rights cases. However, it does not address the right to be free from gender discrimination, and given the traditional failure of most Chilean judges to utilize constitutional norms to direct their judicial discretion, it may not be influential on other judges.

VI. THE FEASIBILITY OF EFFECTIVE LEGISLATIVE REFORMS

In order to compel the effective protection of women's fundamental rights, new legislative mechanisms are necessary to create structural changes in the Chilean judicial system. Unless new legislation and concomitant
judicial training favoring women's rights are fully implemented, judges will not prosecute or act to protect the victim in the great majority of domestic violence cases. Moreover, every other legal actor in the system is influenced by the traditional judicial approach. For example, a police official leading cooperation with SERNAM's domestic violence training program recently stated that:

Without a doubt, because it is difficult for a police officer to take a procedure (to court), because there are not always (the requisite physical injuries as set forth in the penal code). What happens is that the police officer does not have legal elements upon which to take action. He is prepared to continue with a procedure with precise evidence, but in this case, a typified crime will not be encountered. The law is important, to give us the recourse that we lack. [FN411]

As was demonstrated supra, both the United States and Chile have *247 structural problems in their respective legal systems resulting in the failure to effectively investigate, prosecute, and punish domestic violence, which in turn results in a failure to effectively protect battered women from further injuries. [FN412][FN412] Therefore, both the United States and Chile currently are in violation of the international human rights norm requiring each State to provide effective judicial investigation, prosecution, and punishment of violence against women. [FN413][FN413] In both the United States and Chile, legislation attempts would serve to break down the barriers inherent in the legal systems by:

(1) Specifying that domestic violence is a crime;
(2) Making the crime subject to sentencing geared toward ending the cycle of domestic violence; and
(3) Providing battered women with immediate protection from aggressors. [FN414][FN414]

*248 The U.S. Violence Against Women Act can only facilitate these changes by encouraging each state to adopt “model” domestic violence laws in return for increased funding for their programs. [FN415][FN415] In contrast, the Chilean Intrafamily Violence Act would mandate an immediate reform throughout the entire legal system. [FN416][FN416] SERNAM's proposed Intrafamily Violence Act was passed by the Chilean House in 1991; and in late 1993 and early 1994 another proposed Act, drafted by conservative Senator Miguel Otero, was reviewed by the Chilean Senate. [FN417][FN417] Because the resulting Chilean House and Senate versions differed, a joint commission was convened to resolve the differences. [FN418][FN418] In any case, both SERNAM's Intrafamily Violence Act and Senator Otero's proposed Act would:

(1) enact a legislative provision codifying domestic violence as a prohibited act; [FN419][FN419]
(2) codify judicial discretion by enacting specialized, alternative sanctioning provisions geared to end the cycle of domestic violence; [FN420][FN420]
(3) provide that judges may take prompt measures, such as stay-away orders, to protect the victim from continued assaults; [FN421][FN421] and that *249 judges must control and monitor the implementation of such protective measures to ensure against repeated injuries. [FN422][FN422]

In sum, both Chilean Intrafamily Violence Acts provide remedies similar in structure to those in the U.S. Violence Against Women Act, and because they mandate reforms nationwide, more effectively comply with international human rights law. Both Chilean proposals also correct limitations of the current penal code by broadly defining intrafamily violence to include acts violating the physical or mental integrity of any partner, including live-ins. [FN423][FN423]

The primary difference between the two Acts is that under SERNAM's Act the criminal courts would have jurisdiction over for both “light” and more grave injuries, [FN424][FN424] whereas Senator Otero proposed the creation of special Family Tribunals governed by civil laws and procedures to handle “light” injury cases. [FN425][FN425] Both Acts reinforce imprisonment as a possible sanction for domestic violence cases, [FN426][FN426] even when the injuries are psychological or do not leave marks. [FN427][FN427] In other words, each proposal would abolish the fourteen-day judicial norm of penalizing “light” injury cases with only a small fine.

Although Senator Otero is convinced that remedies for domestic violence, including psychological violence, should be legislatively prescribed,*250 his political position on the issue actually disfavors women's rights and is
distinct from SERNAM’s. [FN428] Senator Otero proposed his Act because SERNAM’s proposal would criminalize domestic violence; however, he claims that given the similarity of the two Acts’ principles and available sanctions, the difference is “a matter of words only.” [FN429] The Senate Act would allow for imprisonment as a sentence, [FN430] as well as allow further civil sanctions for failure to comply with a protection order. [FN431] [FN431]

The Senate Act also includes a savings clause providing that cases that constitute a crime under the Chilean Penal Code provisions for “less grave” injuries are not decriminalized. [FN432] Judges would still have the discretion to determine whether or not an act of domestic violence constitutes a crime by reviewing the circumstances of the case. [FN433] According to the savings clause, criminal judges would also gain the protective capacities, such as the ability to issue stay-away orders, found in the Intrafamily Violence legislation. [FN434] [FN434]

Provisions of the current Chilean Code of Criminal Procedure allow ample judicial discretion to create sanctions protecting battered women from further injuries. [FN435][FN435] In SERNAM’s Pilot Project, the criminalization of domestic violence and threat of imprisonment have proven effective at preventing continued assaults in the great majority of cases. [FN436][FN436] However, the use of Chilean civil laws and procedures, as proposed by Senator Otero, [FN437][FN437] also provides advantages. First, the Chilean Code of Criminal Procedure allows for the judicial implementation of whatever measures are necessary to protect the rights affected. [FN438][FN438] Second, unlike *251 SERNAM’s Act which lists the available protective measures a judge may take, [FN439][FN439] Senator Otero’s Act lists such measures but also provides that the judge may order “every and any protective measure designed to guarantee the physical and mental security of the person affected.” [FN440][FN440] In sum, Senator Otero’s proposed legislation, albeit introduced by a conservative, could provide a much more effective means of sanction and protection in domestic violence cases than the old penal system.

On the other hand, SERNAM’s proposed legislation would provide a stronger message that violence against women is wrong. Supporters of SERNAM’s Act believe that criminalizing domestic violence is an essential step in making the social change necessary to end the problem. [FN441][FN441] Both proposed Intrafamily Violence Acts do not exclusively address violence against women. [FN442][FN442] SERNAM also recognizes the need to sanction intrafamily violence against other relations, especially children. [FN443][FN443] However, given the fact that Senator Otero’s position is not pro- women’s rights, the current challenge is to keep the issue focussed on the fact that the great majority of adult cases are of male violence against women. [FN444][FN444] One distinct advantage of SERNAM’s Intrafamily Violence Act is that it was expressly based on the international human rights principle of a woman’s right to be free from intrafamily violence, which is a legal norm in accordance with the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women and other human rights instruments. [FN445][FN445] In spite of the obvious benefits of both SERNAM’s and Senator Otero’s proposed legislation, either could be interpreted to sanction violence against women with only a small fine, or even to provide for a suspended sentence. [FN446][FN446] Therefore, the human rights principles designed to combat gender discrimination, which are incorporated*252 into the Chilean constitutional scheme, should be further utilized to ensure that the resulting new law is effectively enforced. [FN447][FN447]

In the United States, the Violence Against Women Act was also clearly focussed on the gender discrimination inherent in the great majority of adult domestic violence cases. [FN448][FN448] While it took a long time for the U.S. Violence Against Women Act to receive an appropriate place on the national political agenda; [FN449][FN449] in Chile, there is “a generalized consciousness (among legislators) that the situation of women and the family necessitates changes in the current legislation.” [FN450][FN450] Furthermore, in Chile, as domestic violence legislation was initiated in the context of a strong political movement for women’s rights, Chilean human rights and constitutional law provide that the substance of these issues should not be lost as the law takes effect.

Any decriminalization of domestic violence cases, such as was a possible outcome of Senator Otero’s legislative proposals, [FN451][FN451] would have violated international human rights principles and the dictates of the
American Convention by diluting previously existing remedies for the protection of a woman's fundamental rights. [FN452] However, the addition of new civil remedies would not violate international norms. According to the norms of the Inter-American system for the protection of human rights, each State's legal system must provide for the effective judicial investigation, prosecution, and punishment of batterers, thereby *253 protecting a woman's fundamental rights to life, physical and mental integrity, and equality. [FN453] Therefore, the ultimate test of whether Senator Otero's Act, SERNAM's Act or, for that matter, the U.S. Violence Against Women Act complies with international law is effectiveness.

After a change of government in early 1994 and much conflict between the House and Senate versions of the proposed Chilean Intrafamily Violence Act, [FN454] the Chilean Senate, on April 20, 1994, approved a compromise version that set the final stages of enactment in motion. [FN455] The new legislation reflects special prompting of the Senate by the Executive [FN456] and a final political accord reached through an extraordinary series of meetings by the Chilean House and Senate Joint Committee. [FN457] In the end, the Chilean Congress and the Executive enacted domestic violence legislation that incorporates substantial portions of SERNAM's original House version, in combination with the progressive points of the Senate version, while simultaneously rejecting the Senate provisions that could have diluted women's rights.

The adopted version creates jurisdiction in civil tribunals with full access to criminal remedies and thus should not de-penalize “light injury” domestic violence cases. [FN458] Moreover, both criminal and civil *254 courts will be empowered to order such new remedies as protective orders and financial support. The new law also incorporates the flexibility and breadth of civil remedies suggested by Senator Otero, with the option to enforce such judicial orders through the threat of imprisonment. [FN459] These newly codified civil law remedies will be provided as an option for criminal courts in all domestic violence cases, not just the “light injury” cases treated in the new legislation. [FN460]

While the progressive points of law introduced by Senator Otero were incorporated, points in conflict with SERNAM's original version were resolved in favor of women's rights. A House provision, previously rejected by the Senate, allowing judges to order immediate protective measures upon first notice of domestic violence, rather than awaiting the more formal complaint and service of process, was incorporated into the adopted legislation. [FN461] Senator Otero's language defining the prohibited violence as acts or omissions of mistreatment “significantly” affecting the physical or mental health of the victim was deleted. [FN462]

In contrast to typical state laws in the United States defining legally actionable domestic violence as a physical battery between legal or blood relations, [FN463] the Chilean legal system will now define and prohibit a much broader category of domestic violence. The new Chilean law provides that:

Intrafamily violence is to be understood as all mistreatment resulting from an action or omission that produces harm to the physical or mental health of: ascendants and descendants, of collateral consanguinity or up until the fourth grade (of consanguinity); spouse or live-in partner; and minors or disabled people that are under the care or dependence of any of the members of the family group. [FN464] *255 During May, 1994, the compromise version described above was confirmed and enacted into law by a rare constitutional procedure, a Presidential “substitutive veto” designed to resolve conflicts not settled through the normal legislative process. [FN465] The Chilean press described the passage of any domestic violence law as precarious, due to a long and complex political battle. [FN466] Chilean feminists who worked directly with battered women were vehemently opposed to Senator Otero's version of the law; [FN467] but the new Minister of SERNAM, taking a more family-oriented and traditional approach, made public statements that either version of the law would be a step forward. [FN468] If the former Minister of SERNAM and current Minister of Justice, Soledad Alvear, [FN469] had not boldly insisted on a political accord based on women's rights under the international human rights norms applicable in Chile today, [FN470] the legislation may have been significantly diluted, if not completely lost.

Perhaps the controversial nature of such a progressive law on a women's rights made it necessary to enact the law through such extraordinary means. In any case, it is now obvious that in this Latin American nation, great strides have been made in the advancement of women's rights through the passage of the new legislation. In terms of comparative international law, Chile's Intrafamily Violence legislation “will put . . . (the Chilean) legislation in a position of vanguard in this area.” The long work ahead is to ensure that the law is interpreted in favor of women's human rights and effectively applied and enforced. However, as long as the unique social changes and cultural adaptations that made the law's enactment possible remain strong, the law can be expected to serve as an improvement in dealing with the problem of domestic violence.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Contrary to degrading stereotypes, the Latin American women's rights movement is the source of the strongest proposals for developing international human rights norms to defend a woman's fundamental right to be free from domestic violence. Better legal remedies are being demanded by women's rights activists throughout Latin America. However, on a local, national, and international level, policymakers in the United States who ascribe to a theory of misguided cultural relativism fail to support prosecution of cases of domestic violence involving a Hispanic or Latina woman. In order to examine whether “the Latino culture” is, as has been assumed by the United States government, an obstacle to the enforcement of the fundamental human rights of Latina women, this article reviewed the Chilean women's movement to end violence against women was and compared it to the situation of women in the United States.

The level of domestic violence directed against women is equally high in both the United States and Chile. Common structural problems in the respective legal systems created barriers to the effective judicial investigation, prosecution, and sanctioning of domestic violence, and thereby hindered efforts to protect battered women from continued assaults. While the incidence of domestic violence is related to the position of women in society and the national power structure; in Chile, these issues do not present insurmountable obstacles to the development of women's legal rights. Because the Chilean women's movement is a strong and active political force, the social change necessary to achieve equality for women is occurring. SERNAM, the Chilean government ministry for women, is vested with the power to introduce legislation and enact changes in the national political agenda. Their power stems not only from a strong women's movement, but from the international human rights principles that create a legal basis for the development of women's rights in Chile.

Participation of women in the human rights movement has expanded and changed Chilean politics to include advocacy for the fundamental right to freedom from domestic violence. In the last decade, when the Chilean women's movement was making significant advances, the United States experienced a cultural, legal, and political backlash against expansion of women's rights. Due to the strength of the Chilean women's rights movement, in some respects, the situation of women in the United States compares unfavorably to that in Chile.

The myths that Latin American women are more tolerant of sexism and male violence are complex, yet clearly overdetermined by racism and other unjust stereotypes. Furthermore, in contrast to ethnocentric myths about Latin Americans, the application of legal remedies to domestic violence could be effective in the Chilean “Latino culture.” Although distinct and unique cultural elements such as Catholicism, “machismo,” and poverty are present in Chile, they are not insurmountable obstacles in an attempt to legally protect women's rights.

During the era of the military dictatorships in the Southern Cone, women's rights were repressed by the governments espousing “Western,” “Christian,” and “modern” values. The success of women's campaigns to overthrow the dictatorships in the Southern Cone served to strengthen the Chilean women's movement. Today's grass roots and national movements to end violence against women in Chile,
in addition *258 to the regional Latin American women's movement, are campaigning for women's rights as essential for peace and democracy. [FN489] Even after the legal system's refusal to sanction the grave human rights abuses during the Chilean military dictatorship, distrust of the legal system has not prevented Chilean women from seeking improved legal intervention to defend their rights. Also, because Chilean society's legalistic nature, the law is a compelling element of social change with respect to women's rights. [FN490] Due to the efforts of SERNAM, some Chilean police are now an ally in the woman's struggle against domestic violence. [FN491] At the same time, many Chilean women's rights activists are members of the ongoing human rights movement. [FN492] However, legal reforms, along with further social change, are necessary to end the epidemic of violence against women in Chile.

As was demonstrated supra, sexism is present and influential in both the United States and Chilean legal cultures. Additionally, in both countries, judicial patriarchy has been detrimental to battered women and has exposed them to further injuries, including death. [FN493] This phenomena has occurred despite the differences between the United States common law and Chilean civil law systems. [FN494] In both countries, the available judicial discretion should be used to apply constitutional and human rights principles that would ensure the effective investigation, prosecution, and punishment of domestic violence cases. [FN495] However, given the reticence of judges in both countries, such a principled use of judicial discretion would probably not occur without the enactment of new legislation educating judges on their obligation to preserve women's fundamental rights.

In Chile, domestic violence legislation will effectuate nationwide reforms in the legal system, overturning the judicial norm that “light” injury domestic violence cases may only be sanctioned with a small fine. [FN496] The new Chilean Intrafamily Violence law mandates: (1) investigation and prosecution of domestic violence cases; (2) sanctions geared *259 towards ending the cycle of domestic violence; and (3) protective measures to prevent continued injuries. [FN497] The Chilean legislation also punishes psychological violence. [FN498] Although psychological violence is shown to have grave effects and lead to suicides in the United States, [FN499] the United States legislation does not provide any such remedy. [FN500]

The U.S. Violence Against Women Act results in the same three structural changes as the Chilean legislation, but would not ensure nationwide reforms. [FN501] These structural changes are necessary for minimal compliance with human rights standards applicable in the United States. SERNAM's Intrafamily Violence Act and the U.S. Violence Against Women Act recognize the gender bias inherent in cases of domestic violence against women. [FN502] Chile's new Intrafamily Violence Act does not explicitly recognize such gender bias, but that issue might not be lost in future processes, especially if Chilean judges comply with the international human rights standards that are incorporated in their constitution. [FN503]

One difference between the legal systems in the United States and Chile is that the Chilean Constitution incorporates international human rights norms, while the system in the United States generally does not. [FN504] However, the international norm that States have an affirmative obligation to protect a woman's fundamental human rights by providing effective judicial investigation, prosecution, and punishment of domestic violence [FN505] is applicable in the United States [FN506] International human rights norms required the enactment, and now the effective application, of legislation in Chile that protects women's rights, including the right to be free from gender discrimination. These same principles require the enactment of further legal remedies to ensure more protection for women in the United States than the Violence Against Women Act.

In conclusion, the comparison of the situation of battered women in *260 the United States and Chile reveals common structural problems in the respective legal systems that demand reforms to ensure women's fundamental rights. The victorious Chilean legislation is actually more progressive than the U.S. Violence Against Women Act. Unsubstantiated stereotypes of the “Latino culture” present no real reason to refuse legal remedies for Hispanic or Latina women who are battered in the United States, even though such remedies should accommodate cultural differences. Furthermore, the national and international remedies being developed by Latin American women could
improve the situation of women in the United States. The United States policy of refusing to support international treaties such as the Inter-American Convention on the Prosecution, Punishment and Elimination of Violence Against Women on the basis of misguided “cultural relativism” [FN507] is unfounded. While respect for diversity and careful attention to political context is important in the international human rights arena, the United States should promote, not hinder, the international human rights norms being developed by Latina women. In contrast to myths about United States superiority, the United States should follow the lead of the Latin American women's rights movement and implement the national and international legal remedies that Latina women are developing.
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[FN1]. The Chilean legal system is a civil law system, significantly different from the United States' common law system in that cases are not the major source of law. Because the primary source of law in a civil law system is codified legislation, cases and judicial reasoning are not always well-documented or even reported. See John H. Merryman, The Civil Law Tradition: An Introduction to the Legal Systems of Western Europe and Latin America 54-64 (1969) (detailing the superiority of codified legislation in a civil law system); id. at 144 (noting that stare decisis is not required); id. at 87-88 (describing the civil law tradition that judges should merely apply, not interpret, statutes); id. at 141-48 (noting the importance of doctrines on the application of legislation and legal theories, not necessarily case law, in a civil law system). See also Jorge Correa, La Cultura Jurídica Chilena en Relación a la Función Judicial, in La Cultura Jurídica Chilena 75-94 (Agustín Squella ed., 1992) (explaining that Chilean legal tradition tends to abscend judicial reasoning by setting forth decisions that “merely apply” legislation).
For the above reason, evaluation of the Chilean law as it affects cases and the women victims of domestic violence
who attempt to use the legal system stems from research of legal and interdisciplinary studies by women's rights agencies, news reports, interviews with those working with victims, and the little published case law that was available. See generally Sofía Vergara Aldunate, Guía Práctica para Ubicar las Fuentes Formales de Derecho 11-13 (describing current teaching materials at the Diego Portales University Law School which indicate that Supreme Court and Appellate Court decisions are published; whereas opinions of lower tribunals are not necessarily published -- and are generally unannotated when published -- so that doctrine and analysis become important sources to uncover jurisprudence) (on file with the Case W. Res. J. Int'l L.).

[FN2]. Research for this article was conducted in Chile from June to August 1991, and then updated from Chile from September 1993 to September 1994. Documents were gathered from Chilean governmental and non-governmental organizations working on domestic violence. Some of these organizations were international organizations, and many were women's rights organizations, but all focused on domestic violence. Also, interviews with Chilean activists, leaders of organizations working on domestic violence, members of Congress, attorneys, judges, law professors and students, victims of domestic violence, and other Chilean women and men, were conducted. Findings from research in the United States were then used as points of comparison.

[FN3]. See infra notes 97-119 and accompanying text.

[FN4]. See infra notes 100, 105-06, 264-73 and accompanying text.

[FN5]. See infra notes 88, 123-43, 199-208 and accompanying text.

[FN6]. See infra notes 75-92 and accompanying text.


The Chilean Intrafamily Violence Act was recently enacted after being introduced by the National Ministry for Women (Servicio Nacional de la Mujer) (hereinafter SERNAM), President Francisco Aylwin (1989-1993), and House Members Adriana Munoz and Sergio Aguiló, in February, 1990. SERNAM's version of the Act was approved by the Chilean House (Cmara de Diputados) and passed the mandatory legal review of their judiciary committee (Comisión de Constitución, Legislación y Justicia, Cmara de Diputados) in November, 1991. Proyecto de Ley Sobre Violencia Intrafamiliar, Boletún 451-07 (1990), as ratified Mensaje 221-323 (1991) (hereinafter SERNAM Intrafamily Violence Act). After this step, the Act was sent to the Senate Judiciary Committee (Comisión de Constitución, Legislación y Justicia, Sala de Senadores). Another version of the Act, proposed by Senator Miguel Otero, resulted from the Senate Committee and was introduced to the Senate floor in October, 1993. Proyecto de Ley Sobre Violencia Intrafamiliar, Boletún 451-07 (1993) (hereinafter Otero's Intrafamily Violence Act) (author's translation on file with Case W. Res. J. Int'l. L.). See also infra notes 454-70 and accompanying text.

[FN8]. This right is found in the norms addressing fundamental human rights in every major human rights instrument. See Universal Declaration of Human Rights, G.A. Res. 217 A (III), U.N. GAOR, 3d Sess., at 71, U.N. Doc. A/810 (1948). This declaration prohibits gender discrimination with respect to treaty provision, id. art. 2(1); guarantees equality before the law, id. art. 7; guarantees the right to life, liberty, and security of the person, id. art. 3; prohibits torture, cruel, inhuman, or degrading punishment or treatment, id. art. 5; and guarantees the right to effective judicial recourse for human rights violations. Id. art. 8.


[FN12]. See infra notes 141-42.

[FN13]. To date, new legislation codifying domestic violence as a crime has been passed in four nations in the region (Puerto Rico, Costa Rica, the Bahamas, and Barbados), similar legislation has been proposed before the Congresses of five other countries (Argentina, Chile, Peru, Brazil, and Colombia), preliminary legislative studies have been undertaken in another five countries (Nicaragua, Panama, Uruguay, Venezuela, and Bolivia), and reforms of already existing penal codes to improve prosecution of domestic violence have been introduced in four countries (Venezuela, Peru, Bolivia, and Ecuador). America Latina y el Caribe: Legislación Sobre Violencia Domestica y Sexual, 1 Boletún, Red Feminista Latinoamericana y del Caribe Contra la Violencia Domestica y Sexual 8 (1993) (hereinafter Legislación).

[FN14]. See Advancement of Women: Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women, U.N. GAOR 3d Comm., 47th Sess., A/C.3/47/L.22 (1992); Gen. Recommendation No. 19, supra note 9. Further studies could determine which of the legislative proposals referenced above rely directly on principles of international human rights, as in the case of Chile’s proposed domestic violence legislation, and then could use such information to establish that the enactment of such legislation is an international legal obligation. Id. at 7 (mandating that State parties include the legislative reforms necessary to fulfill the obligation to investigate, prosecute, and punish violence against women).

[FN15]. See Request for Law Student Externship/Clinical Placements for Credit at AYUDA Legal Aid, Inc. and Clinica Legal Latina (1992) (describing the necessity for adequate legal protection of Latinas in Washington, D.C. and the organizations' attempt to fulfill this need). In Washington, D.C., which has a very large Latino population, a Spanish-speaking woman who was raped called the police three times immediately after the incident, but they failed to understand or forward her emergency call to a Spanish-speaking officer. Avis Thomas-Lester & Patrice Gaines-Carter, Suspect is Charged in Rape Case Marked by 911 Controversy: Spanish-Speaking Victim Couldn't Get Help, Wash. Post, Aug. 2, 1992, at B3.


[FN18]. Clients are given the opportunity to get support from Latinas and members of their community who are undertaking and leading a campaign to end domestic violence. Moreover, legal remedies, in the form of civil orders from family courts, with any necessary or appropriate criminal sanctions, child support, separation, and divorce decrees, immigration matters, and advocacy programs to permit access to various social services are fashioned according to the client's wishes and her particular circumstances. Thus, in this way, the underlying causes of domestic violence are addressed rather than focusing simply on its symptoms. Id.

[FN19]. This approach is distinguished by: (1) a team of service providers, including the lawyer, who together can provide more complete and successful assistance by giving attention to the social and personal context of the client's life; (2) a client-centered approach whereby the client and her assistants identify the problem and issues surrounding it and create a strategy to resolve it, including appropriate legal actions; and (3) as an essential part of the strategy, re-uniting and expanding the client's access to social networks, to repair her isolation and access the support of similarly situated women.


I know situations where the battered woman was detained because the husband twisted around the story and the policemen believed him . . . . We have many instances of authorities getting impatient with dealing with people of a different culture and throwing the case out of court . . . . They (immigrant Latina women) see the judge as an authority figure. In some cases, the judge tells the woman to go back to her husband and she does. Id. at 58. Ms. Vsquez also sees the Latina client's culture as a major barrier to utilizing the legal system, when in fact, the legal system is itself imposing obstacles to the victim's access to legal remedies. Id. For example, in the midst of the most dangerous time of an abusive relationship, when legal relief is sought but denied, the safest and many times the only option for battered women is to stay in the marriage. About three-quarters of the domestic violence assaults reported to the authorities take place after the woman has left home. Jan Hoffman, When Men Hit Women, N.Y. Times, Feb. 16, 1992, (Magazine), at 23, 65.


[FN22]. See Douglas, supra note 20, at 56 (proposing cultural reasons as to why immigrant Latina women hesitate to use shelters and legal intervention).


[FN24]. A critical analysis of the above mentality shows that culture is rarely the root of the problem. Although women of color, including Latina women, have been mythologized as more tolerant of male violence, the problem is generally that women of color have historically been discriminated against and abused in United States society, that they continue to be discriminated against in the legal system in the United States, and that, as a result, they have less resources to combat violence and harassment. Id. This same analysis applies to the immigrant Latina women who are battered in the United States. Douglas, supra note 20, at 56.

[FN25]. See Interview with Rodrigo Silva, family law attorney, Santiago, Chile (July 31, 1991) (expressing the opinion that it is the pressures of poverty that cause men to drink and beat their wives) (on file with the Case W. Res. J. Int'l L.).

[FN26]. According to one Argentine researcher, these myths are institutionalized in legal systems throughout the world. Cecilia Vila, Violencia Familiar: Mujeres Golpeadas, 22 Opúsculos de Derecho Penal y Criminología 9

[FN27]. See Winston, supra note 23.


[FN30]. Chandra Talpade Mohanty criticizes this aspect of traditional Western feminist scholarship as implicitly upholding colonial relations of power, emphasizing that such scholarship translates into a political practice: “It is in this process of discursive homogenization and systematization of oppression of women in the third world that power is exercised in much of recent Western feminist discourse, and this power needs to be defined and named.” Chandra T. Mohanty, Under Western Eyes: Feminist Scholarship and Colonial Discourses, in Third World Women and the Politics of Feminism 51, 54 (Chandra T. Mohanty et al. eds., 1991) (hereinafter Under Western Eyes).

[FN31]. The WORLDNET conference is an international deliberation, performed via telecommunications conferencing, sponsored by the United States Embassy's Information and Cultural Services. The 1993 conference was entitled Los Movimientos Femininos en Latinoamerica y su Impacto en la Democracia and was held on October 18, 1993. (film footage available through the U.S. State Department).

[FN32]. María Elena Valenzuela, Remarks at the WORLDNET Conference (Oct. 18, 1993) (film footage available through the U.S. State Department).


[FN34]. Interview with María Elena Valenzuela, Assistant Director of SERNAM, in Santiago, Chile (Oct. 18, 1993) (on file with the Case W. Res. J. Int'l L.). When asked what structural problems existed in democratic systems that prevented women's full political participation, Professor Jacquette answered that women should get better organized and active, and find a consensus because there was dissention among Chilean women. Remarks of Jane Jacquette, supra note 33. These generalized suppositions were addressed to Chilean women the day after a two-day conference held by the Chilean National Ministry for Women, which addressed the subject of increasing women's political participation, and was attended by 1,000 women's rights activists in Santiago on October 20-21, 1993 (notes from the conference on file with the Case W. Res. J. Int'l L.).

[FN35]. In 1991, a member of the United States Embassy in Chile stated that Chilean women are much too traditional to be interested in women's rights, and they were unaware of any Chilean women's rights groups. Interview with Caryn Lindsay, Assistant Cultural Affairs Officer, United States Embassy to Chile, in Santiago, Chile (July 1, 1991) (on file with the Case W. Res. J. Int'l L.). In fact, 99 women's rights groups were active in Chile at the time. Instituciones al Servicio de la Mujer (Servicio Nacional de la Mujer, Chile), July 1990.

[FN36]. Telephone Interview with Carol Wilder, Cultural Affairs Officer at the United States Embassy to Chile, in Santiago, Chile (Oct. 18, 1993) (on file with the Case W. Res. J. Int'l L.).

[FN37]. Id. (The Cultural Affairs department provides information about United States culture abroad.)

[FN38]. Id.
[FN39]. "Cultural relativism" is an international law theory stating, in brief, that due to cultural differences, and to avoid further imperialism, international law and policymakers should be cautious not to enact universal norms that would impose Western cultural values on developing countries. See, e.g., Jack Donnelly, Cultural Relativism and Universal Human Rights, 6 Hum. Rts. Q. 400 (1984).

[FN40]. Cultural relativism has high value, in both theory and substance, when used as a tool to overcome imperialism and ensure that international policymakers listen to, respect, and include the decisions and values of people from less-powerful nations. See generally Tom G. Svensson, Right to Self-Determination: A Basic Human Right Concerning Cultural Survival, in Human Rights in Cross-Cultural Perspective 363 (Abdullahi Ahmed An-Naūm ed., 1992). It can also be used as a tool to enlighten Western or Northern peoples to the benefits of other cultures. See generally Josiah A.M. Cobbah, African Values and the Human Rights Debate: An African Perspective, 9 Hum. Rts. Q. 309 (1987) (arguing that Westerners should study African culture to gain a broader understanding of culture).

[FN41]. See, e.g., Valerie Amos & Pratibha Parmar, Challenging Imperial Feminism, 17 Feminist Rev. 3 (1984). See generally Angela P. Harris, Race and Essentialism in Feminist Legal Theory, 42 Stan. L. Rev. 581 (1990) (arguing that there can be no “unitary” woman's experience).

[FN42]. See, e.g., Under Western Eyes, supra note 30, at 51. See also Alda Facio, Fracaso para Unas,xito para Otras, Fempress, July 1993, at 1.


[FN44]. In a textbook chapter about the relationship between cultural integrity and universal norms, two cases are related that demonstrate the trend to minimize women's rights as compared to other human rights. In the first case, the Human Rights Committee decided that Iran's practice of amputations and lashings of criminals could not be justified by Islamic law or the right of nations to determine the value of their own culture, finding that: No State can claim to be allowed to disrespect basic, entrenched rights such as the right to life, freedom from torture, . . . and the right to a fair trial which are provided for under the Universal Declaration and the International Covenants on Human Rights, on the ground that departure from these standards might be permitted under national or religious law. Frank Newman & David Weissbrodt, International Human Rights 321 (1990). The second case, invites an analysis of the value of cultural integrity over universal human rights norms. In the Lovelace case, an indigenous woman of Canada sought to move back to her people's homeland after being divorced, but was denied equal access to tribal membership because she had married outside the tribe. This rule was applied to women, but not to men. Rather than ruling that gender discrimination was a violation of universal human rights, the Human Rights Committee decided in favor of Ms. Lovelace based on each individual's right to the enjoyment of their own culture, which it interpreted as indigenous peoples' right to live in their homeland. Id. at 75-80 (relating the text of the Lovelace case). In sum, the cultural relativism analysis is seen as compelled in cases involving women's rights, although universal norms are applied to other cases. See infra note 47 and accompanying text. In contrast, the international right to freedom from racial or ethnic discrimination has never been questioned in this manner. Anne F. Bayefsky, The Principle of Equality in International Human Rights Law, 11 Hum. Rts. L.J. 1 (1990).

[FN45]. Women from the “South” have been the agents in the development of “universal” international human rights norms addressing the issue of violence against women from the beginning of the history of these developments in the United Nations system in the mid-1970's. See generally Acuerdos Internacionales, supra note 9, at 10-11.

[FN46]. Facio, supra note 42, at 1 (author's translation) (emphasis added).


See supra notes 34-35.


For example, Sonia Picado has convincingly argued that numerous preexisting international human rights treaties, especially those of the inter-American system, defend women's fundamental human rights with respect to a number of issues. Sonia Picado Sotela, Instituto Interamericano de Derechos Humanos, Mujer y Derechos Humanos, Decenio de Naciones Unidas: Igualdad Desarrollo y Paz 1-45 (1986). Within the current international political arena, Latin American women's rights proposals are the strongest. It was out of the Latin American and Caribbean regional conference that the emphasis on women's rights as fundamental human rights, and most especially the World Conference resolutions concerning violence against women, originated.

For example, more than 700,000 activists and the governments of 171 countries signed a declaration at the 1993 United Nations World Conference on Human Rights emphasizing the importance of eliminating violence against women in both public and private life and eliminating the sexual discrimination in the administration of justice. Also at this conference, the Tribunal on Violence Against Women successfully achieved the inclusion of 90% of its proposals in the Final Declaration of the Conference, including a declaration that women's rights are an inalienable, integral, and indivisible part of universal human rights, and that the declarations condemning violence against women must be backed by effective judicial measures to enforce women's fundamental human rights. The media reported strife among the world's representatives to this general human rights conference, where there was a “great step forward” for women's rights. The media ignored “the fight for more than two years of women's movements around the world undertaken so that the World Conference would not render invisible the violations of women's human rights.” Facio, supra note 42, at 1.
[FN53]. Acuerdos Internacionales, supra note 9, at 11 (citing article 4 of the Working Group of the Commission on the Juridical and Social Condition of Women of the Economic and Social Counsel's recommendation to the General Assembly).


[FN55]. The process Chandra Talpade Mohanty identifies operates as follows: This connection between women as historical subjects and the re-presentation of Woman produced by hegemonic discourses is not a relation of direct identity, or a relation of correspondence or simple implication. It is an arbitrary relation set up by particular cultures . . . . (Some) feminist writings . . . discursively colonialize the material and historical heterogeneities of the lives of women in the third world, thereby producing/re-presenting a composite, singular third world woman'--an image which appears arbitrarily constructed, but nevertheless carries with it the authorizing signature of Western humanist discourse. Under Western Eyes, supra note 30, at 53.

[FN56]. Jennifer Nedelsky, The Challenges of Multiplicity, 89 Mich. L. Rev. 1591, 1600-06 (1991) (reviewing Elizabeth V. Spellman, Inessential Woman: Problems of Exclusion in Feminist Thought (1988)). Nedelsky proposes to reform the traditional feminist process by making decisions collectively to ensure that the resultant norms are based on a consensus that takes difference into account. Id. Building political coalitions among women's organizations across racial and national boundaries, when the particular, self-selected agendas of different women's organizations coalesce on a particular issue, is seen as a positive strategy by Third World women who are seeking not to be overpowered by White, European-American feminist agendas. See Chandra T. Mohanty, Cartographies of Struggle: Third World Women and the Politics of Feminism, in Third World Women and the Politics of Feminism 1 (Chandra T. Mohanty et al. eds., 1991) (hereinafter Cartographies).

[FN57]. See Cartographies, supra note 56. Although surely influenced by culture, it is with the idea of building bridges of understanding that the author attempts to translate and relate information about the Chilean women's movement to a United States audience.

[FN58]. Facio, supra note 42, at 1 (author's translation).

[FN59]. Remarks of Marúa Elena Valenzuela, supra note 32. In addition to her other remarks about “la sociedad machista” in Latin America, the United States presenter stated that the difference between the United States and Latin America was that a woman's image in the home in Latin America made the idea of women entering politics difficult to accept, and that although the vision of women in politics was lacking in the United States, this is even more true in Latin America. Remarks of Jane Jaquette, supra note 33. Despite her emphasis on these overly generalized differences, Professor Jaquette did mention that these conditions were changing in Latin America. Id.

[FN60]. See infra note 72 and accompanying text.


[FN62]. In the debate in the United States on the possible ramifications of the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women, co-sponsor Representative Bloomfield stated: “(i)n many countries, women still do not have the same legal or constitutional rights as men.” U.S. Congressional Debates, supra note 48.
While discussing cultural relativism, Representative Meyers argued that “we in the West . . . denounce these practices regardless of their foundation.” Id.


[FN64]. Id.

[FN65]. A few of the pending United Nations resolutions contemplate an individual complaint mechanism to enforce the stated rights, but it is more likely that this system will continue to rely on State Parties reports to the CEDAW as a method of enforcement. Acuerdos Internacionales, supra note 9, at 10-11.

[FN66]. Draft Inter-American Convention on the Prevention of Violence Against Women, OEA/ser.L/II./7.4, CIM/doc. 4/92, as adopted pending receipt of all government's comments, OEA/ser.L/II./7.4, CIM/doc. 6/92 arts. 7-14 (1992) (discussing the reliance on the preexisting individual complaint procedures in the Inter-American system, which the Convention's provisions would enhance, not render superfluous). This treaty will be addressed for enactment, and is expected to pass at the June, 1994, General Assembly Session of the Organization of American States.

[FN67]. See generally Facio, supra note 42; supra notes 51-54 and accompanying text.


[FN69]. See the U.S. State Department's review of the state of international women's rights in Latin America, which fails to report progress made by the Latin American women's rights movement and blames violence against women on “the Latino culture.” U.S. Dep't of State, 102d Cong., 1st Sess., Country Reports on Human Rights Practices for 1990, 581 (1991) (hereinafter State Dep't Country Reports) (speculating that, in Cuba, even though statistics concerning “wife-beating” are unknown it is probable that “(d)ue to cultural traditions, . . . instances are probably underreported.”); id. at 593 (stating that gender inequality in the Dominican Republic is rooted in traditional social roles, not the legal system); id. at 605 (stating that in Ecuador, “culture, ideology, tradition and myth” are seen as the sources of gender inequality). These reports are provided annually to the United States Congress to aid in its policy formulations. Id. at 1.

[FN70]. See U.S. Congressional Debates, supra note 48. However, events of the predominant culture in the United States, such as Super Bowl Sunday, increase the battering of women. More women seek protection at domestic violence shelters on the day after Super Bowl Sunday than any other day of the year. Pamela Erens, Is Super Bowl Sunday Battering Sunday?, Glamour, Feb. 1992, at 20 (citing executive directors of shelters across the United States).

[FN71]. See Observations Received from Governments on the Preliminary Suggested Text of an Inter-American Convention Dealing with Women and Violence, Twenty-Sixth Assembly of Delegates, Inter-American Commission of Women, Organization of American States (CIM-OAS), OEA/Ser.L/II.2.26, CIM/doc.5/92 (Sept. 14, 1992) (presenting the comments of Barbados, Canada, Paraguay, Peru, Saint Vincent and the Grenadines, Trinidad and Tobago, and Venezuela); See also Reply of the Gov't of Venezuela, OEA/Ser.L./II./2.26, CIM/doc. 5/92 add. 3 (1992); Reply of the Gov't of Chile, OEA/Ser.L./II./2.26, CIM/doc. 5/92 add. 4 (1992); Reply of the Gov't of Brazil,
OEA/ser.L/II./2.26, CIM/doc. 5/92 add. 7 (1992). Although not all governments have submitted a written, official reply, no Latin American government opposed the treaty.


[FN73]. See U.S. Congressional Debates, supra note 48.

[FN74]. See, e.g., State Dep't Country Reports, supra note 69; See generally U.S. Reply, supra note 72.

[FN75]. See infra notes 79-82, 84, 86, 91-92 and accompanying text (analyzing such inadequacies in the Chilean legal system). Cf. Violence Against Women Act of 1991, S. Rep. No. 197, 102d Cong., 1st Sess. (1991). This U.S. legislation, in describing the need for the Violence Against Women Act, notes that “(s)tudy after study commissioned by the highest courts of the States -- from Florida to New York, California to New Jersey, Nevada to Minnesota -- has concluded that crimes disproportionately affecting women are often treated less seriously than comparable crimes against men.” Id. at 43-44 n.10 (citing studies of eighteen State court systems). Based on studies demonstrating that current sentencing provisions in the United States are not effective, the proposed Violence Against Women Act suggests the adoption of “model” state laws that provide for sentencing geared toward ending the cycle of domestic violence. Id. at 17, 24, 59. Because women in the United States are left without adequate protection under the law, domestic violence victims often are faced with continued and retributive assaults, some of which lead to homicide. Hoffman, supra note 20, at 25. Without adequate protection from the legal system, the cycle of domestic violence continues.

[FN76]. Hoffman, supra note 20, at 25.


[FN78]. Hoffman, supra note 20 (describing the results of the mandatory arrest system implemented in Duluth, Minnesota, and its adoption, in various forms, in other states and municipalities).

[FN79]. The term “typification” refers to the legislation setting forth the elements of a crime, which is practically essential to the criminalization of any act in a civil law system. See Merryman, supra note 1, at 87; Correa, supra note 1 (stating that judges are known to “merely apply” the codified law). However, Chilean judges do in fact interpret legislation and apply their own, rather hidden, value judgments. Id. As is the case in the United States, existing Chilean penal laws criminalize physical assaults, but the legal system tends to minimize these assaults in domestic violence situations. Nelly Gonzlez, Oficina Legal de la Mujer, “Violencia Domestica”: Anlisis Crútico de Sentencias y Expedientes (1989) (unpublished manuscript, on file with the Case W. Res. J. Int'l L.).


[FN81]. See Código Penal, art. 494 (Chile) (defining “light” injuries, and prescribing that the penalty for “light” injuries is a minimum to medium-grade prison sentence, or a fine of five times the offender's monthly salary).

[FN82]. Quiroz, supra note 80.

[FN83]. Interview with Ximena Ahumada, Head of SERNAM's Domestic Violence Program, in Santiago, Chile (Oct. 22, 1993) (on file with the Case W. Res. J. Int'l L.); Interview with Soledad Larraún, then-Assistant Director of SERNAM's Police Training Project, in Santiago, Chile (Aug. 1, 1991) (on file with the Case W. Res. J. Int'l L.); Interview with María Elena Valenzuela, supra note 34 (stating that the program is to expand to nationwide training...
in police academies throughout 1994). Each interviewee commented that the hierarchal structure and obedience of authority among the Chilean police made their program very effective.


[FN85]. Código de Procedimiento Penal (C. Crim. P.) art. 84 (Chile). See also Interview with Alberto Teke, Director of the Medical-Legal Department of the University of Chile, in Santiago, Chile (July 15, 1991) (Dr. Teke is the Director of the State agency that reviews all medical-legal issues presented in the courts.) (on file with the Case W. Res. J. Int’l L.); Interview with Alberto Teke, Director of the Medical-Legal Department of the University of Chile, in Santiago, Chile (July 22, 1991) (on file with the Case W. Res. J. Int’l L.). See generally Normas y Documentos: técnica Medica (1986) (discussing the teaching materials used to instruct students that there is an ethical duty to assist battered women, based on human rights treaties and principles).

[FN86]. Cf. infra notes 290-99 and accompanying text (describing the recent jurisprudence of Judge Amanda Valdovinos who uses her judicial discretion to pardon batterers).

[FN87]. The Center, which works in the same building and in tandem with the local police in the municipal district of Santiago, considers the following as foundations for their success in ending domestic violence:
1. Requiring that the police, through a letter from the Center, accompany the woman to collect her belongings when she has been forced to abandon the home.
2. Requiring that the tribunal officially notifies the local police, where the woman lives, that they should provide immediate help, as a measure of protection, to the woman in case of new aggressions.
3. That in addition to the report of the social services agency, a psychological report from the professionals at the Center is considered by the tribunal as a form of proof (of violence).
4. Accompanying the aggrieved woman to the appearances and comparisons of proof (throughout the judicial process); this accompaniment permits her to confront the aggressor, providing an important step in the process of overcoming her fear of the aggressor. Mirtha Ulloa & Erika Vargas, Evaluación del Trabajo de Tribunales del Equipo Jurídico Atención de Mujeres Víctimas de Violencia Domestica: Periodo Octubre 1990 - Septiembre 1991 75 (ISIS Int'l, Document No. 03385.08) (hereinafter Evaluación) (author's translation).

[FN88]. Aggression was successfully terminated in 29 out of 40 cases; in two cases the violence was repeated; and in nine cases the results were unknown. Id. at 72. Also, the Center’s work increased the number of cases prosecuted by about ten percent. Id. at 68 (comparing statistics from before the Center’s founding in 1991).

[FN89]. Cf. Hoffman, supra note 20 (describing a “model” program in Duluth, Minnesota, where judicial intervention is a key component in preventing further assaults).

[FN90]. Evaluación, supra note 87, at 75. Even when these sentences were suspended, pending judicial monitoring of the case, the threat of a prison sentence and the very act of being sentenced as a “criminal” ended the violence in the great majority of cases. Id. at 76.

[FN91]. Quiroz, supra note 80. Note that SERNAM’s pilot projects are only operating in the municipal districts and the related criminal tribunal jurisdictions of Conchalú, La Florida, and Santiago, which are all within the city limits of Santiago. But the Center is not accessible for every woman in Santiago. For example, battered women living in Santiago’s 11th criminal district are subject to the jurisdiction of a judge who encourages them to pardon their husbands. See Interview with Amanda Valdovinos, Criminal Judge for the 11th District, Santiago, in Santiago, Chile (Oct. 18, 1993) (on file with the Case W. Res. J. Int’l L.).

[FN92]. See also González, supra note 84, 5-8 (relating cases of women mistreated by authorities, many of whom were seeking criminal sanctions). Cf. supra notes 87-90 (discussing the results of women assisted by SERNAM’s Pilot Project in Santiago).
[FN93]. See supra notes 78, 87-90 and accompanying text.

[FN94]. See State Dep't Country Reports, supra note 69. See generally U.S. Reply, supra note 72.


[FN96]. Id. at 5-6.

[FN97]. Characterization of this situation as an “epidemic” is borrowed from Senator Joseph Biden, Chair of the Senate Judiciary Committee and sponsor of the Violence Against Women Act. Women and Violence: Hearings Before the Senate Committee on the Judiciary, 101st Cong., 2d Sess. 3 (1990). See also S. Rep. 197, 102d Cong., 2d Sess. 36-37 (1991) (“Every 15 seconds, a woman is battered . . . . Last year, more women were beaten by their husbands than were married . . . . (A)s figures have skyrocketed, our attention has waned . . . . Our society has, up until now, chosen not to appreciate the significance of these figures. We have systematically underestimated the problem, in seriousness, in scope, and intensity.”).


[FN99]. Id.

[FN100]. Women and Violence: Hearings Before the Senate Committee on the Judiciary, 101st Cong., 2d Sess. 117 (1990) (Presenting the testimony of Dr. Angela Browne, representing the National Coalition Against Domestic Violence and the National Woman Abuse Prevention Project.).


[FN105]. Faludi, supra note 102, at 360.


[FN107]. Gonzlez, supra note 84, at 5 (noting that women are the victims in seventy-five percent of domestic violence cases, men in two percent of cases, and in the remaining cases there is mutual violence).


[FN110]. Hoffman, supra note 20, at 25.


[FN112]. See id. at 34.

[FN113]. See supra notes 80-82 and accompanying text.

[FN114]. See supra notes 80-81 and accompanying text; infra notes 339-50 and accompanying text.

[FN115]. See supra notes 80-82 and accompanying text; infra notes 291-328 and accompanying text.

[FN116]. Violence Against Women Act of 1991, S. Rep. No. 197, 102d Cong., 1st Sess. 38 (1991) (citing FBI Uniform Crime Reports (1990)). For example, a Vermont study found that, in that state, a woman “is more likely to be murdered as a result of domestic violence than as a result of a confrontation with a stranger.” Vermont Supreme Court & Vermont Bar Ass'n, Gender and Justice 1 (1991).

[FN117]. S. Rep. No. 197, at 25 (citing National Woman Abuse Prevention Project). See also id. at 34-37 (Nationwide examples include: Kansas City, where deaths occurred after battered women made more than five complaints to the police; and Newport News, where in cases of deaths due to domestic violence, police had been called earlier in 50% of cases.).

[FN118]. Hoffman, supra note 20, at 65.

[FN119]. Faludi, supra note 102, at 360 (citing Dr. Leanore Walker's testimony before the American Psychiatric Association).

[FN120]. See State Dep't Country Reports, supra note 69; U.S. Congressional Debates, supra note 48; supra notes 31-34.

[FN121]. See infra notes 120-43 and accompanying text.

[FN122]. See Faludi, supra note 102, at xviii-xix.

[FN123]. Faludi, supra note 102, at 363-99 (discussing the feminization of poverty); id. at xiii (noting that the United States has the highest gender pay gap in the developed world and that 80% of working women hold low-paying, “pink-collar” jobs). Cf. Marúa E. Hirmas & Enrique Gomariz, Servicio Nacional de la Mujer, La Situación de la Mujer Chilena, En Cifras 5-9 (1990) (noting the lowering gender pay gap and increasing number of professional women, but like the United States, there is markedly less representation of women in the most powerful positions) (hereinafter Situation of Chilean Women in Statistics).


[FN125]. Id. at 8-10. Cf. Según Estudio Especializado que Mandó a Hacer y Difundió el INE: Importante Caída en el Empleo para Mujeres, La Segunda (Santiago, Chile), Aug. 5, 1991, at 13, 32.

[FN127]. Mariana A. Oyarzun, La Participación de las Mujeres Chilenas en el Siglo XX 12-15 (July, 1991) (hereinafter Political Participation) (on file with the Case W. Res. J. Int'l L.). Until the military dictatorship in 1983, female political participation was “growing, and at a good level internationally, similar to the presence of Congress Members in the United States, France or England.” Id. at 12. Between 1949 and 1973, Chilean women in Congress were quite effective, “as good of Parliamentarians as men,” united on issues specifically affecting women, and passed legislation to augment women's rights. Id. at 13-15. In spite of the Pinochet military dictatorship's repression of women's rights, the women's movement grew dramatically during this time. Id. at 15-18.

[FN128]. Faludi, supra note 102, at 259 (The Reagan administration terminated or weakened many federal programs for women's rights, including domestic violence programs.).


[FN131]. Interview with María Elena Valenzuela, Assistant Director, SERNAM, in Santiago, Chile (July 2, 1991) (Ms. Valenzuela participated in the drafting of the proposal while she was in exile in Mexico during the Chilean military dictatorship.) (on file with the Case W. Res. J. Int'l L.).

[FN132]. Id.; Interview with María Elena Valenzuela, Assistant Director, SERNAM, in Santiago, Chile (Oct. 14, 1993) (on file with the Case W. Res. J. Int'l L.). See also Interview with Ximena Ahumada, supra note 83.

[FN133]. See also Carlos A. González Moya, Ley No. 18.802: Nueva Ley de la Mujer (1991).


[FN135]. Servicio Nacional de la Mujer, Address at Encuentro Internacional: Políticas de Igualidades de Oportunidades (Oct. 20-21, 1993) (hereinafter Politics of Equal Opportunity Conference) (Noting that, based on international legal norms, Argentina and Spain require that a fair proportion of political offices must be held by women.)


[FN137]. According to the Chilean Penal Code, women commit the crime of adultery when they have any sexual relations outside of marriage, but for men extramarital sexual relations are only criminalized when “scandalous.” The maximum sentence for women adulterers is five years imprisonment, but the maximum sentence for men is only 540 days. Nelly González, Críticas Paradigmáticas al Sistema Legal Chileno, con Enfasis en la Problemtica de la Mujer y el Derecho, in Caja de Herramientas (Oficina Legal de la Mujer ed., 1990). See also infra note 178 and accompanying text (noting that the crime of adultery is rarely prosecuted).

[FN139], Id.


[FN142], See, e.g., Proponent Proyecto de Ley Sobre Violencia Intrafamiliar, Mensaje 221-323, Boletin 157-07, para. 1.1 (1991) (hereinafter Message) (citing United Nations Charter); id. para. 1.2 (citing the Universal Declaration of Human Rights); id. para. 1.3 (citing the Charter of the Organization of American States and the American Convention on Human Rights); id. para. 1.4 (citing the 1983 Seventh U.N. Congress on Crime and Delinquency and Intrafamily Violence, the 1986 Meeting of Experts of the U.N. Subcommittee on Prevention of Violence Against Women, the U.N. Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women, and the U.N. Convention on the Rights of Children); id. para. 1.5 (directing that the sovereign must recognize that the “organs of the State . . . respect and promote . . . (the) guaranteed rights of this Constitution, so that the international treaties ratified by Chile are encountered as enforceable”); id. para. 1.6 (listing Art. 19 constitutional rights to life, physical and psychological integrity, right to equality before the law, “as the constitution guarantees for all people”) (emphasis in original).


[FN144], See Remarks of Jane Jacquette, supra note 33; U.S. State Department Country Reports, supra note 73.

[FN145], Interview with Marúa Elena Valenzuela, supra note 131. See also Interview with Amanda Valdovinos, supra note 91.

[FN146], With respect to the situation of battered women in general, the collective spirit of the Chilean culture has distinct advantages for women seeking help; there is, perhaps, less victim- blaming than in the United States. On the other hand, Chilean women are much less accustomed to thinking in terms of individual rights, which, in some cases, can create an obstacle. Interview with Marúa Elena Valenzuela, supra note 131.

[FN147], See supra notes 105-07 and accompanying text.

[FN148], See generally Faludi, supra note 102.
[FN149]. See Politics of Equal Opportunity Conference, supra note 135 (A panel of scholars addressed culture and its relation to women's power in national political and legal systems.). Also, Senator Joseph Biden, sponsor of the U.S. Violence Against Women Act, remarked that: None of the proposals in this bill, alone or together, are likely to end violence against women. However, the legislation is an important step in the direction of developing what we need most -- a national consensus that society will not tolerate this kind of violence and the terror its (sic) spawns. Violence Against Women Act of 1991, S. Rep. No. 197, 102d Cong., 1st Sess. 35 (1991) (emphasis added). See also Women and Violence: Hearings Before the Senate Committee on the Judiciary, 101st Cong., 2d Sess. 117 (1990).

[FN150]. Quiroz, supra note 80, at 11.

[FN151]. Quiroz, supra note 80, at 11.

[FN152]. See supra notes 16, 20-22, 26 and accompanying text.


[FN155]. Juanita Rojas, Se Acabar la Mente?, Divorcio, June 3-9, 1991, at 22-27. Chile is one of the few countries in the world where divorce is illegal. Id. Many aspects of the topic of abortion were discuss recently at the Simposio Nacional: Leyes para la Salud y la Vida de Mujeres, Hablemos de Aborto Terapeutico, in Santiago, Chile (Sept. 28-29, 1993). Similarly, in Ireland, divorce is illegal, but -- in contrast to Chile -- this ban stems directly from a constitutional provision stating that Irish law must follow Catholic values. See 8 E. Blaunstein & G. Flanz, Constitutions of the Countries of the World 24 (1988) (Irish Const. pmbl. & art. 41.3.2) (consecrating Irish law to the values of the Catholic Church and banning divorce). The extent of Catholicism's influence on Irish rulings on family law and women's rights is quite extensive. See William E. Schmidt, Girl, 14, Raped and Pregnant, Is Caught in Web of Irish
Law, N.Y. Times, Feb. 18, 1992, at A1, A13 (travelling to England to obtain an abortion after incest is prohibited); see also James F. Clarity, Irish High Court Explains Decision, N.Y. Times, Mar. 5, 1992, at A8; Excerpts From Statements: How the Judges Reasoned, N.Y. Times, Mar. 6, 1992, at 8.

[FN163]. Laura Sau, Remarks at the Simposio Nacional: Leyes para la Salud y la Vida de las Mujeres: Hablemos de Aborto Terapeutico (Sept. 28, 1993) (presenting statistics from survey of 600 women from various sectors of Chile’s Fifth Region) (on file with the Case W. Res. J. Int’l L.). Similarly, the foremost Irish expert on Church-State relations cautions that the influence of Catholic values and the Church should not be overestimated, and that comparisons with other legal systems should be evaluated within the real-political context of colonialism, which is a historical force responsible for the Irish consecration of their values in the 1937 Constitution:(British analysts use provisions of the Irish Constitution as) proof of the sectarian nature of the Irish state. Yet these same observers often forget or choose to ignore the formal sectarianism enshrined in the British Constitution. The Church of England is the established church . . . . G.W. Hogan, Book Review, 19 Irish Jurist 366, 367 (1984) (reviewing John A. Robilliard, Religion and the Law (1984)).

[FN164]. Catholics for Choice also campaigns in favor of the legalization of abortion in the United States where abortion rights currently are under attack in many states. Lois H. Oppenheim, Los Desafúos Feministas en la Era de Clinton, 3 Mujeres en Acción 31, 32 (1993) (mentioning the conservative composition of the Supreme Court and federal judiciary after Reagan-Bush nominations). Furthermore, like Chile, Irish society and political life is changing rapidly and incorporates a local brand of feminism. Irish President, Mary Robinson, is a Catholic and a declared feminist who has campaigned to legalize contraception, divorce, homosexuality, and freedom of information on abortion. Her 1990 election would not have come about were it not for the profound changes in Irish society favoring women's rights. N. McCafferty, Ireland: Ironic Yarns from a “Slightly Constitutional” Country, Ms., May/June, 1992, at 16. This same political force convinced the High Court to rule against the anti-abortion sentiment cited supra note 162. Id.; see also Clarity, supra note 162; Schmidt, supra note 162.


[FN166]. Código Penal, arts. 282, 383 (Chile).

[FN167]. González & Norero, supra note 165, at 128.

[FN168]. Interview with Amanda Valdovinos, supra note 91.

[FN169]. Cruz-Coke & Campos, supra note 124, at 57. Furthermore, this nationwide survey on the attitudes of gender roles found that:

-- The idea that women should obey their husbands is rapidly changing, especially among women; id. at 38--; Chilean women valued marriage and children more so than Spanish women or women in the United States, but less than Mexican, Japanese, or Indian women; id. at 40-41--; Generally, Chileans ranked family as slightly less important in their lives than Americans, but valued work 10 percent more; id. at 49--; Americans ranked religion as slightly more important in their lives than Chileans. Id.


[FN171]. Cruz-Coke & Campos, supra note 124, at 55; Rojas, supra note 162, at 22.

[FN172]. González & Norero, supra note 165, at 130 (noting, also, that annulment or separation makes it difficult for a woman to receive monetary support, although she typically will be responsible for the care of the children).


[FN174]. Cruz-Coke & Campos, supra note 124, at 55.
[FN175]. Paula Quintana et al., Casa de la Mujer, La Mujer en la V Región: Datos para una Diagnóstico 13 (1990) (ISIS Int'l Document No. 0269.00).

[FN176]. Código Penal, art. 400 (Chile) (prescribing increased penalties for criminally injuring the following relations: father, mother, child -- whether legitimate or illegitimate -- any other ascendent or descendent, or spouse). This provision may be inapplicable to unmarried couples in domestic violence cases. Interview with Amanda Valdovinos, supra note 91.

[FN177]. Correa, supra note 1, at 91 (citing Samuel Durn, Situación de Parejas no Casadas, in 77 Gaceta Jurídica (1986)). Dr. Correa makes the point that, despite the stated judicial-cultural norm that judges only apply and do not create law, in this case and others, judges have in fact reinterpreted and expanded legislative protections according to changing social realities and values. Id.

[FN178]. The Chilean Civil Code states that, in cases of divorce for cause, custody of minor children goes to the mother, unless “because of her deprivation there will be fear that she would pervert them.” Código Civil (C. Civ.), art. 223 (Chile). Furthermore, “the circumstances of the mother being an adulteress causing the divorce must be considered as an important antecedent to resolve the issue of her inability. (This provision) will also apply, if it is the case, to the father.” Id. The last sentence was added by the 1989 New Law for Women. Id. at n.1. However, a mother's post-divorce relations with a new partner have been held to render her legally unfit for custody, based on the argument that she might “pervert” or cause a “moral danger” to her minor children, especially a female child. Such “moral danger” is a cause for a judge to remove custody. Código Civil (C. Civ.), art. 225 (Chile). See Custody Petition of Carlos Enrique Ojeda, Case No. 54,757 (Santiago Ct. App. Nov. 16, 1989); Sentence of Santiago Tribunal for Minors, Judge Marúa Angelica Pizarro, Case No. 54,757 (Santiago Ct. App. Jan. 11, 1990) (awarding custody to the father on similar grounds).


[FN181]. Conservative Senator Miguel Otero, who drafted the version of the Intrafamily Violence Act for the Chilean Senate, while emphasizing family values, says both that: (1) Domestic violence should cease because “(t)he family is the pillar of society, and every person has an obligation to their children. No human being can develop themselves in an environment of violence and hate.” And, (2) “(d)ivorce is not an absolute right; there is an obligation to stay married and provide the children with family surroundings that allow them to mature in surroundings with affection, rules, morality and security.” Interview with Miguel Otero, Chilean Senator, in Santiago, Chile (Oct. 22, 1993) (on file with the Case W. Res. J. Int'l L.). (Senator Otero is from the Renación Nacional party, which backed the Pinochet regime, and holds his Senate office by virtue of it being reserved by the former military government under the transition to democracy scheme set forth in the 1989 Chilean Constitution.). See also Interview with Marúa Elena Valenzuela, supra note 131

[FN182]. See State Dep't Country Reports, supra note 69.


[FN184]. Integral View, supra note 10, at 19 (legislative activities are “viewed as complements to direct action in the search for an integral response to the problem), 21 (the women's movement is “arriving at the conclusion that
this same violence (against women) affects women's human rights”). See also Legislación, supra note 14, at 8-9 (legal reforms have been proposed and/or accomplished in 18 Latin American and Caribbean nations).

[FN185]. Interview with Cecilia Moltedo, supra note 152.

[FN186]. Id. See also Interview with Nancy de la Fuente, Diego Portales Law School, in Santiago, Chile (July 24-25, 1991) (Ms. de la Fuente is the founder of the Chilean Association of Women Judges.) (on file with the Case W. Res. J. Int'l L.); Interview with Soledad Larraún, supra note 83; Interview with Adriana Munoz, Congressional Representative, in Santiago, Chile (Aug. 1, 1991) (Ms. Munoz was co-sponsor of the Intrafamily Violence Act.) (on file with the Case W. Res. J. Int'l L.); Interview with Marúa Elena Valenzuela, supra note 131.

[FN187]. See generally Correa, supra note 1.

[FN188]. Only 8.3% of the population is absolutely illiterate while 18% are functionally illiterate. Quintana, supra note 175, at 3 (showing little variation among illiteracy rates between men and women).

[FN189]. For example, pamphlets containing transcripts of new laws are sold on street corners in Santiago. See Gonzalez Moya, supra note 133.

[FN190]. Interview with Isabel Duque, supra note 54 (citing, as an example, the cholera epidemic which swept the region in 1991, but resulted in only a few cases in Chile because of the strict adherence to regulations requiring strict disinfection of fruits and vegetables).

[FN191]. Interview with Cecilia Molto, supra note 152. When batterers justify their actions by blaming their wives, Ms. Molto reminds them that although an official marriage license previously stated that wives should “obey and follow” their husbands, the law was amended in 1989 so that husbands can no longer demand and enforce their wives' obedience. Id. She asks them to read their pre-1989 marriage licenses and compare them with the new law. Id. Normally, the batterers' response is to change their behavior in order to comply with the new law. Id.

[FN192]. Evaluación, supra note 87, at 76.


[FN194]. Id.

[FN195]. See supra notes 31-34.

[FN196]. See Chuchryk, supra note 11.

[FN197]. In 1991, the United States media was dominated by two cases where powerful men were acquitted of allegedly violating women's rights. Supreme Court nominee Clarence Thomas was accused of sexual harassment, but ultimately approved by the Senate. However, prior to his approval, the male-dominated Senate Judiciary Committee investigated only after a record number of phone calls from women to the Senate demanding a hearing. Marshall Ingwerson, Charges Against Thomas Cast Doubt on Senate, Christian Sci. Monitor, Oct. 10, 1991, at 1. Despite the compelling testimony of Law Professor Anita Hill, the Senate ultimately confirmed Clarence Thomas' Supreme Court nomination. See Tom Shales, The Hard-to-Watch Drama That Left No One Unscathed, Wash. Post, Oct. 12, 1991, at D1 (Republicans on the Judiciary Committee “embarked on a character assassination” of Hill, who

The nationally broadcast nomination hearings were quickly followed by national broadcasts of the William Kennedy Smith rape trial, where a member of the powerful Kennedy family was acquitted of rape charges. Evidence from three other women alleging that Kennedy Smith had raped them was discluded, but the judge allowed the defense attorney to inquire about the accusers prior abortions and prior sexual conduct. Smith Trial Jurors Remain Confident Verdict was Right, B. Globe, Dec. 15, 1991, at 29. Again, in a case of a woman's word against a man's, the woman was not believed. See David Margolick, Smith Acquitted of Rape Charges After Brief Deliberation by Jury, N.Y. Times, Dec. 12, 1991, at 1. Neither of these cases involved easy-to-prove facts mostly because the alleged crimes occurred in private, and the legal system's decision rested on whether the testimony of the alleged victim or the man she accused was true. Lori Heise, reviewing legal systems' treatment of women victims around the world, commented that “(t)he hoopla over the prosecution of the William Kennedy Smith rape case suggests that one famous (male) defendant still attracts far more attention than thousands of unknown (women) victims.” Lori Heise, When Women Are Prey, Wash. Post, Dec. 8, 1991, at C1. Nevertheless, these cases further undercut the backlash against women's rights on the national political agenda.

[FN198]. After the “Year of the Woman” in 1992, women's activism and the political climate for women's rights improved dramatically, but much work remains to be done to achieve women's equality in the United States. Oppenheim, supra note 164, at 31-38 (presenting a historical survey of women's rights and the women's movement in the United States from the 1970s until early 1993). During the Reagan and Bush years, among the women's movement, “the liberal group(s) were attacked as radicals by the conservatives, (and) those for the liberation of women were considered as a group attacking the basic values of the country.” Id. at 32. In response to the Clarence Thomas hearings and other events, women in the United States, in large numbers, protested inequality and backed Bill Clinton for President and his campaign promises to advance women's rights. Women gained a number of new, high level political offices following the 1992 elections. Reviewing the media's reaction and the status of women's rights and political positions after the 1992 elections, there are “indicators that the degrading attitudes against women are a constant in North American society, but there are also big changes in public expectations.” Id. at 33-38.

[FN199]. Although the military government (1973-1989) repressed women's rights, the Chilean women's movement made significant gains. See infra notes 221-38 and accompanying text.

[FN200]. See generally Revista Mujer, Sept. 1993 (presenting articles relating the activities of women of Chilean and other nationalities).

[FN201]. Violencia Intrafamiliar y la Situación de la Mujer en Chile 3 (1993) (ISIS Int'l Document No. 03454.00) (investigation of Soledad Larraún) (hereinafter Violencia Intrafamiliar). However, the issue of domestic violence was not high on the political agenda during the 1992 United States election campaign. Oppenheim, supra note 164, at 33-38.

[FN202]. Integral View, supra note 10, at 20.


[FN204]. Deborah L. Rhode, The “No-Problem” Problem: Feminist Challenges and Cultural Change, 100 Yale L.J. 1731, 1777 (1991) (arguing that sociological roots of violence against women have been institutionalized in the legal system, and that reform is the responsibility of the legal system, not the feminist movement). Yet, a debate still exists in feminist theory in the United States over the issue of how law should be placed in the context of society. A concurrent debate is whether the feminist movement in the United States has focussed too heavily on legal reforms and should re-focus on social change. See Rhode, supra note 153, at 252-53 (“(A)ssault rates are lower in societies...”)

where women have gained greater influence, respect, and socioeconomic status.”); Ruthann Robson, Gender and Other Disadvantages: A Review of Justice and Gender, 18 Fla. St. U. L. Rev. 883, 887 (1991) (analyzing Catharine MacKinnon's position that: “(Rhode’s book) recognizes the power of the state and consciousness -- and legitimacy -- conferring power of law as political realities that women ignore at their peril.”).

[FN205] Cumplido Interview, supra note 193, at 17.

[FN206] Director of the Argentine Senate Committee of National Resources and Human Development Haydee Birgin, Address at Encuentro Internacional: Políticas de Igualidades de Oportunidades (Oct. 20, 1993) (Ms. Birgin was a member of the panel entitled Igualidades de Oportunidades y su Relación con el Diseño y Aplicación de la Política Pública.) (on file with the Case W. Res. J. Int'l L.).

[FN207] Id.

[FN208] Id.

[FN209] Politics of Equal Opportunities Conference, supra note 135 (A Plan for Equal Opportunities was outlined at the closure of the conference, and the idea received favorable feedback from all the major political parties in Chile.).

[FN210] Frohlich, supra note 203.

[FN211] See, e.g., Chuchryk, supra note 11 (discussing the “dual agenda” adopted among women political activists in Chile).

[FN212] In Argentina, heavily armed police officials were dispersed among the Madres of the Plaza de Mayo in order to monitor their protests and conversations. Jean-Pierre Bousquet, Las Locas de la Plaza de Mayo 120 (6th ed. 1984). Some women were tortured and “disappeared” because they were inquiring about their disappeared relatives. See generally Nunca Ms: The Report of the Argentina National Commission on the Disappeared (1986) (hereinafter Nunca Ms) (describing the disappearance of thousands of men and women during the Argentine military regime of 1976-1979). Junta officials regularly surveilled and attempted to infiltrate the Madres. Bousquet, supra note 212, at 127-28. The Madres operated without the institutional resources of traditional political actors, and were turned away and officially negated by church officials. Id. at 119 (describing how a priest officially negated the Madres any status as auxiliaries of the church); id. at 129 (noting that when armed officials blockaded the Madres' protests in the Plaza de Mayo, the religious authorities closed the doors of the Plaza's cathedral to prohibit any refuge there).

[FN213] The Argentine Junta took power in March, 1976, and engineered a culture of fear and repression so strong that none of the traditional political groups could provide effective opposition. In April of 1977, the Madres de la Plaza de Mayo defied the prohibition against public meetings and organized the first public protest, it was then that “the generals lost their first battle.” Bousquet, supra note 212, at 42. See also Chuchryk, supra note 11 (discussing the parallel women’s movement to end the dictatorship in Chile).

[FN214] See generally The Women's Movement in Latin America: Feminism and the Transition to Democracy, supra note 11 (describing women-based, successful campaigns to overthrow dictatorships throughout Latin America).

[FN215] See, e.g., J.M. Taylor, Eva Perón: The Myths of a Woman 34-71 (1979) (detailing Eva Perón's life history and her extensive political power in Argentina during and after the Presidency of her husband, Juan Perón). Eva Perón also applied herself to winning the right to vote for women in Argentina. Id. at 76.
[FN216]. According to middle-class Argentine Peronists, “Saintly Eva,” or “Our Lady of Hope,” was described as a mystical, intuition-based martyr who was created by a male political genus, her husband Juan Perón. She was seen as virginal, motherly, blond, and the guardian of the purity of the Peronist movement. As the “saintly spirit” of the Peronist movement, she is mistakenly said to have deferred to her husband on political matters: she was the spirit of the Peronist movement and he was the brains; she was ruled by intuition and he by reason; she was seen as a feminine martyr, while he took on political office out of a military sense of responsibility. Id. at 95-97. From the left, the fact that Eva Perón was an aggressive leader, who even engineered the purchase of arms for revolutionaries when threatened by a coup, id. at 56, was minimized by her image as a “cabecita negra” -- i.e. a dark-haired, non-European woman -- ruled by intuition. Id. at 131. Although admired as a revolutionary companera of the left, her womanly role was to be supportive of Juan Perón and the movement, and to forego any personal power. Id. at 138-42.

[FN217]. From the right-wing and the Argentine military, Eva Perón was seen as a dark, evil, voluptuous whore, and bastard child of the interior who had overstepped the boundaries of a proper woman's role. Id. at 89. The political influence and power she accumulated over the years was seen as an anti-feminine, vulgar abuse of her sexual influence. Id. at 78-79.

[FN218]. All of the above myths echo the combination of race, class, and gender discrimination operating against Latina women in the world power structure: In different formulations and different contexts, Argentineans have explicitly described Evita's leadership not as political, but as spiritual, moral or religious. At the time of her death Eva Perón was arguably the most powerful woman in the world. But Argentineans . . . remember her special power as emotional and intuitive, violent, mystical, uninstitutionalized . . . . More than political authority, she exercised a sway . . . . Id. at 11 (emphasis added). These myths have been traced to the patriarchal nature of Western society which tends to label women with myths based on gender stereotypes that minimize their roles in relation to superior, male power. Id. at 10-19.


[FN221]. The Mothers of the Plaza de Mayo were branded “Las Locas de la Plaza de Mayo” -- i.e., “The Crazy Women of the Plaza de Mayo” -- and “mothers of subversives” by the military government. Adolfo Perez Esquivel, Preface of Jean-Pierre Bousquet, Las Locas de la Plaza de Mayo 11 (6th ed. 1984) (explaining that the term “locas” is mistaken, and that they should more realistically be named “Courageous Women;” however, the book continues to use the term “locas” throughout its entire text).

[FN222]. Women's protests and political actions opposing military dictatorships in the Southern Cone have been minimized by such caricatures, when, in fact, their well-organized protests were the most effective political strategy for overthrowing the dictatorships. See, e.g., Gloria Bonder, The Study of Politics from the Standpoint of Women, 35 Int'l Soc. Sci. J. 569, 581 (1983) (reviewing the Madres de la Plaza de Mayo as valuing “life over politics” and “love over ideology”: “Neither . . . (the government's) threats nor their rifles are a match for the faith of a mother.”). Others have analyzed their movement as unorganized and too focussed on their emotional roles as mothers to advance women's political power.

Far from being anti-feminist or unorganized, the Madres selected Alicia Moreau de Justo, the 90-year-old feminist and founder of the Asemblea Permanente de Derechos Humanos, to bring their petitions to the Junta officials who ultimately responded to the daily protest of over 1,000 women from various regions of Argentina in the Plaza de Mayo. Bousquet, supra note 212, at 123-29 (Although the Junta officials received the Madres' representatives, they refused to acknowledge any contact with, or knowledge of, the allegedly missing persons.).

[FN223]. In the preface to the book Las Locas de la Plaza de Mayo, Nobel Prize winner Adolfo Perez Esquivel
described the history of the Madres' campaign from an outsider's perspective, using the "we" form to refer to traditional political actors. The "we" in the Perez Esquivel's discourse is implicitly male, by virtue of including the male author and political actor. According to Perez Esquivel, "We thought it was necessary to organize them as an institution, in order to make their actions profound," and "(w)e reflected with them," to create a campaign where the women symbolically represented "mothers of all the sons." The women were sent on tours of Europe with a mandate from traditional leftist institutions to become this symbol for the world. This type of symbolism deprives the Madres of their political agency: like Eva Perón, their skills were minimized by a mythology representing a feminine ideal being driven by a rational, male political strategist. Perez Esquivel, supra note 221, at 12 (emphasis added).

Similarly in Chile, women historically provided much of the political work and impetus for the human rights movement, but were blocked from obtaining positions of power within the traditional left. Political Participation, supra note 127, at 18.

[FN224]. See generally supra note 212.

[FN225]. Id. A Northern analyst of torture during the Dirty War in Argentina counts beatings and rape of women prisoners as torture accompanied by rape, while he counts the rape of male political prisoners as Freudian, psychosexual torture. Frank Graziano, Divine Violence: Spectacle, Psychosexuality & Radical Christianity in the Argentine Dirty War 38 (1992). In 1992, the U.N. Special Rapporteur on Torture declared that the rape of female political prisoners is within the definition of torture, adding that this was necessary because of the long-standing failure of the international human rights community to condemn it as a human rights violation. Summary of Record of the 21st Meeting of Economic and Social Council's Commission on Human Rights, 48th Sess., 21st mtg. at 8, U.N. Doc. E/CN.4/1992/SR.21 (1992).


[FN227]. Parallels have been drawn between the military regime's State sponsored violence, which included the gender-based torture of women political prisoners, and State tolerated violence against women. Maria T. Marshall & Maria E. Valenzuela, Facultad Latinoamericana de Ciencias Sociales, La Mujer y el Miedo 1-8 (1986) (ISIS Int'l Document No. 00165.00); Maria E. Valenzuela & Maria T. Marshall, Facultad Latinoamericana de Ciencias Sociales, Mujer: Vida Cotidiana y Violencia 1-10 (1986) (ISIS Int'l Document No. 00164.00) (relating the patriarchal violence of the military regime with other forms of violence against women in everyday life); Ximena Bunster, La Tortura de Presas Políticas, Fem, Dec.- Jan. 1984-85, at 43.

[FN228]. Graziano, supra note 225, at 147-201 (citing the Argentine Military Training Manual N° 14 (1976) as including "women's rights" on a list of "subversives" during the years of the Junta; "subversives" were to be eliminated as poisonous to modern society). See also Chuchryk, supra note 11, at 150 (relating that the Pinochet regime, in enforcing its plan of "modernization," abolished most women's rights legislation); Jane S. Jacquette, Women and Modernization Theory: A Decade of Criticism, 34 World Pol. 267-84 (1982); Political Participation, supra note 127, at 23 (The Pinochet regime reduced the Chilean National Office for Women, founded in 1972 as an executive ministry for women's rights, to an agency devoted to enforcing women's role in the home as mother and wife.).


[FN230]. The current Peruvian “Constitutional Congress”, which was established after an 1992 auto- coup and the closing down of the democratic Congress, has enacted a new Constitution that eliminates the provision "women's rights are no less than the rights of men." Integral View, supra note 10, at 20.
[FN231]. Chilean Network Against Domestic and Sexual Violence, Join the Campaign (1993) (This leaflet, distributed in downtown Santiago on November 2, 1993, advertised the International Day for No More Violence Against Women, with the slogan “Vote for NO MORE VIOLENCE against women.”).

[FN232]. James Dandridge, the U.S. Counselor for Public Affairs at the U.S. Embassy in Chile when presenting a summary of the history of Chile for a general audience of United States citizens, was asked: “Whether U.S. support of democracy in other countries included the criteria of minimal rights for women, for example, in the 1991 Gulf War, how is it that the United States said they were supporting democracy in Kuwait, where women are not allowed to vote?” The Counselor and his staff refused to answer the question, even after it was rephrased to the general question of whether United States support for democracy overseas includes women's rights. Interview with James Dandridge, U.S. Counselor for Public Affairs, U.S. Embassy to Chile, Santiago, Chile (July 1, 1991) (on file with the Case W. Res. J. Int'l L.). The author's question was then directed by the staff to Caryn Lindsay, Assistant Cultural Affairs Officer, and answered with the comment that Chilean women are “very traditional” and not interested in women's rights. Interview with Caryn Lindsay, supra note 35.

[FN233]. Integral View, supra note 10, at 19 (quoting Diagnósticas y Estrategias Sobre los Derechos Humanos de las Mujeres, La Nuestra (San Jose, Costa Rica), Dec. 3-5, 1992).

[FN234]. Chuchryk, supra note 11 (discussing the “dual agenda” adopted by Chilean women during both the dictatorship and the transition to democracy).

[FN235]. Integral View, supra note 10, at 20 (citing Charlotte Bunch, Hacia una Revisión de los Derechos Humanos, in La Mujer Ausente: Derechos Humanos en el Mundo (1991); Cecilia Medina, Hacia una Garantía Más Efectiva del Usefructo de los Derechos Humanos en el Sistema Interamericano (1993)).


[FN237]. Interview with Marúa Elena Valenzuela, supra note 131.

[FN238]. Integral View, supra note 10, at 21.

[FN239]. The first five myths are translated directly from Vila, supra note 26.

[FN240]. Id. at 15-16.

[FN241]. Quiroz, supra note 80, at 13.

[FN242]. Id.

[FN243]. Hoffman, supra note 20.

[FN244]. Id. at 25.

[FN245]. Faludi, supra note 102, at 360 (describing Dr. Lenore Walker's testimony before the American Psychiatric Association regarding the helplessness and powerlessness felt by those suffering from battered woman syndrome). Cf. State v. Kelly, 478 A.2d 364, 375-80 (N.J. 1984) (establishing the reliability and relevance of expert testimony
on “battered woman's syndrome” as admissible evidence in support of arguments that a battered women accused of murder acted in self-defense). While the decision rests on the legal issue of reasonable belief of imminent danger in the context of a lack of effective legal remedies for self-protection, the text of the expert testimony heard by the court instead focuses on the psychology of the battered woman, to explain to the jury why the woman did not leave her abusive marriage, inventing a new and rather degrading legal issue. See Roger Langley & Richard C. Levy, Wife Beating: The Silent Crisis 112-14 (1977), cited with approval in id. (“Some women . . . become so demoralized and degraded by the fact that they cannot predict or control the outcome of the violence that they sink into a psychological paralysis and become unable to take any action at all to improve or alter the situation. There is a tendency in battered women to believe in the omnipotence or strength of their battering husbands . . .

[FN246]. Langley & Levy, supra note 245, at 112-14 (While the American Psychological Association contemplated labelling the “battered women's syndrome” with the diagnosis of “masochism,” Lenore Walker presented evidence that the cause of the symptoms was the near impossibility of escaping the relationship without being subjected to retaliatory beatings.). See also Quiroz, supra note 80. Referring to Casa de la Mujer la Morada's experience with 200 battered women of different ages and social classes, Ms. Quiroz relates that these women “suffer principally from fear” because they have no safe place to go. Id. at 14. Then there is a great deterioration of their self-esteem, “due to this anguishing situation,” a tendency to minimize the violence because of their fear of the batterer, and isolation, because “the man generally ends up controlling her activities and external contacts.” Id. at 14-15. The ambivalence seen in battered women is a result of the reduced decisionmaking capacity and an effect of living in a violent situation with little chance of a safe exit; but, at the same time, these women wanted the violence to end. Id. at 15.

[FN247]. Not only was there a high incidence of continued and retaliatory beatings when women attempted to use the legal system, the two main reasons that other women did not make legal complaints were the legal system's tolerance of domestic violence and a fear of increased violence for making a complaint. See Moltedo Castano et al., supra note 111, at 37-38.

[FN248]. See id. at 35-36 (pointing out that 51.4% of women tried to defend themselves, 65.9% were enraged, 65.9% said they wanted the situation to change, 40.7% wanted to separate or divorce, 35.6% wanted to retaliate, and 56.2% said they felt impotent). In contrast, only 3% of women felt merciful, 3.7% felt culpable, 6.7% thought it was normal, and 5.9% felt resigned because “that is the way a woman must live.” Id.

[FN249]. Violencia Intrafamiliar, supra note 201, at 7 (noting that in 7% of the cases, domestic violence began before the couple began living together; in 35.5% of the cases it began during the first year of living together; in 35.5% of the cases, it began between the second and fifth year of living together; and in 21% of the cases it began between the sixth and fifteenth year of living together).

[FN250]. Moltedo Castano et al., supra note 111, at 29-30.

[FN251]. They identified better laws to defend them and economic assistance as the two most important factors necessary to overcome domestic violence. Id. at 41. These interviews were used to formulate the provisions of SERNAM's Intrafamily Violence Act. Interview with Cecilia Moltedo, supra note 152; Interview with María Elena Valenzuela, supra note 131; Interview with Adriana Munoz, supra note 186.

[FN252]. SERNAM Intrafamily Violence Act, supra note 7, art. 1 (as approved by the House) (“Whoever mistreats (defined family members) by act or word shall be sanctioned according to Article 7 this law.”); Otero's Intrafamily Violence Act, supra note 7, art. 1 (“The act of intrafamily violence will be understood to be every action that implies a mistreatment that significantly effects the physical or mental health of (a defined family member).”).

[FN253]. González, supra note 84, at 15.
[FN254]. Id.

[FN255]. Evaluación, supra note 87, at 77 (citing Art. 296 of the Chilean Penal Code).

[FN256]. Id.

[FN257]. Gonzlez, supra note 84, at 13.

[FN258]. Id. See also Interview with Miguel Otero, supra note 181.

[FN259]. Violencia Intrafamiliar, supra note 201, at 11.


[FN261]. Moltedo Castano et al., supra note 111, at 25-29.

[FN262]. Id. at 30-31.

[FN263]. Id.

[FN264]. Quiroz, supra note 80, at 14-15.

[FN265]. See supra notes 116-19 and accompanying text.

[FN266]. Faludi, supra note 102, at 443-53 (Illustrative cases include a husband emphatically increasing his violence after his wife tries to get a better job; workers at a plant sexually assaulting women trying to move into better-paying, traditionally male positions; employers implementing a policy that forces women to either transfer to the lower-paying, traditionally female positions, or get sterilized. In all of these cases, only protracted litigation proved successful in correcting the general employment discrimination issues, but did not compensate for the violence experienced by women throughout the process.).

[FN267]. In contrast, another myth postulates that a woman choosing to work upsets her husband's sense of his masculine role, and that this reversal of the gender roles is a cause of domestic violence.

[FN268]. For example, psychological violence typically ensues once the battered woman seeks outside assistance. See generally supra note 252.

[FN269]. See supra note 75 and accompanying text.

[FN270]. Quiroz, supra note 80, at 14 (noting that a result of the failures of legal systems is that battered women suffer principally from fear because they have no safe refuge).

[FN271]. Id. (discussing the isolation imposed by the batterer and the deterioration of the victim's self-esteem due to abuse).

[FN272]. See generally Vila, supra note 26.

[FN273]. Id.
[FN274] Id. See also Centre for Soc. Dev. and Humanitarian Aff., Violence Against Women in the Family, U.N. Doc. ST/CSDHA/2, U.N. Sales No. E/89/IV.5 (1989) (reporting a high level of violence against women in both the developed and developing nations around the world, and concluding that although a lack of economic development or “modernization” has served as an excuse to eschew the use of national and international legal reforms, the myth that violence against women is caused solely by poverty or underdevelopment is false).


[FN277] Moltedo Castano et al., supra note 111, at 24-28. The participants lived in extreme poverty -- below the subsistence level. Id. at 23-24. The group studied was very specific: contacts were made with women's organizations, community groups, and workshop centers in seven Chilean cities. Id. at 13 (pointing out that 222 of the 560 women who were originally interested completed the entire study).

[FN278] Id. at 24.

[FN279] Id. (suggesting that the violence was gender motivated).

[FN280] Id.

[FN281] Faludi, supra note 102, at xiv (citing Women and Housing Task Force, Nat'l Law- Income Housing Coalition, Unlocking the Door: An Action Program for Meeting the Housing Needs of Women 6, 8 (1988)).


[FN283] Id.

[FN284] See Battered from the Beginning, 1 Women's Health J. 20 (1991); Maria E. Meza, Violencia Conyugal -- Quien te Quiere Te Aporrea?: Aunque no hay Estadísticas, el Problema en Chile es Mucho Ms Grave de lo Que Se Cree: Traspassa Edades y Clases Sociales, Paula, Feb. 1989, at 33 (relating case histories of upper and middle-class women); Interview with Rodrigo Silva, supra note 25 (stating that 15-20% of his upper-class female clients involved in separation, child custody, or support cases told him their husband beat them).

[FN285] Violencia Intrafamiliar, supra note 201, at 4. On the greater intensity of injuries among the upper class, see Gonzalez, supra note 79, at 5 (noting that the proportion of grave injury cases, as compared to light injury cases, is higher in upper-class areas).


[FN287] Cooper Mayo, supra note 21, at 37.

[FN288] See Moltedo Castano et al., supra note 111, at 41 (discussing two of these women's main recommendations for resolving domestic violence: better laws to protect them and economic independence).

[FN289] Interview with Ximena Ahumada, Head of SERNAM's Domestic Violence Program, in Santiago, Chile (July 29, 1991) (on file with the Case W. Res. J. Int'l L.); Interview with Rodrigo Silva, supra note 25.
Interview with Amanda Valdovinos, supra note 91 (Stating that “in the lower class areas, like Pudahuel and Renca, violence is an everyday act. My jurisdiction is a middle- and upper- class jurisdiction, so there is less violence.” She adds that while pardoning and therapeutic activities, such as dance and literature classes for the woman, work in her jurisdiction, “because when the woman feels better, everyone around her feels better,” she would recommend mandatory rehabilitation of batterers in the lower classes since “they grew up seeing their father beat their mother, and think violence is normal.”). However, even conservative Senator Miguel Otero is bothered by this myth, stating that his legislative proposals “would not only apply to the lower classes, but also to the upper classes. There is family violence in the upper classes.” Interview with Miguel Otero, supra note 181.

Interview with Amanda Valdovinos, supra note 91.

Id. Judge Valdovinos admitted to using a list of sanctions in determining the appropriate sentence for a convicted defendant. See id. (referring to a list of sanctions passed to the author during the interview which the judge preferred be kept private in Chile but authorized for publication in an English-language journal).

Id.

Id.

Id. See Código Penal, art. 494 (Chile).

Código Penal, art. 494 (Chile); Código de Procedimiento Penal (C. Crim. P.) art. 561 (Chile).

Código de Procedimiento Penal (C. Crim. P.) art. 564 (Chile) (permitting the judge to suspend sentence for up to three years, but imposing the obligation to implement the sentence upon reincidence).

Código de Procedimiento Penal (C. Crim. P.) art. 7 (Chile).

Interview with Amanda Valdovinos, supra note 91. (The judge believes that although she is doing “nothing new . . . (she) doesn't want them to know everything . . . (that she is) doing(.))”

See infra notes 305-06 and accompanying text.

See Quiroz, supra note 80 (pointing out that “light” injury cases are sanctioned with only a small fine, if sanctioned at all).

See Código Penal, art. 494 (Chile).

Interviews with Alberto Teke, supra note 85 (stating his belief that Penal Code does not allow a “light” injury to be penalized with imprisonment).

Evaluación, supra note 87, at 76-77.

Id. Note that article 7 of the Code of Criminal Procedure also states that one of the primary obligations of criminal judges is to collect proof of the crime. Código de Procedimiento Penal (C. Crim. P.) art. 7 (Chile). To this
end, article 7 requires the judge “to practice . . . the investigative procedures that are necessary” to accomplish this obligation. Id.

[FN307]. See generally Correa, supra note 1.


[FN310]. See id. at 6-7.

[FN311]. Id. at 7.

[FN312]. Id.

[FN313]. See generally id.

[FN314]. See supra notes 303-07 and accompanying text.

[FN315]. See generally Gonzlez, supra note 79.

[FN316]. Id. at 83.

[FN317]. Correa, supra note 1, at 83.

[FN318]. Id. at 86.

[FN319]. Id. at 93.

[FN320]. Id. at 83.

[FN321]. Id.

[FN322]. Id. at 91 (noting the development of case law, with no basis in legislation, that protects the rights of women in live-in relationships).

[FN323]. The norm, which is applied in the great majority of domestic violence cases in Chile, requires a choice between a number of different interpretations of the Penal Code and Code of Criminal Procedure. See supra notes 298-307 and accompanying text. Furthermore, although the Penal Code states that the fine should be one to five times the batterer's monthly salary, the actual fines imposed are usually much lower than even one month's salary. Meza, supra note 284, at 35 (usual fine was $6,000 pesos, even in upper- and middle-class cases); Regina Bayo, Mujeres Golpeadas: El Facismo Masculino, Vindicación Feminista, Dec. 1979, at 50, 52 (reporting fines of 250 to 1,000 pesos).

[FN324]. Merryman, supra note 1, at 66-72. Although many judges are influenced by previous decisions, the principle of stare decisis does not bind them to follow these decisions. Id.
[FN325]. Correa, supra note 1, at 93.

[FN326]. Id. at 94 (author's translation).

[FN327]. Informe Sobre la Situación de Derechos Humanos en Chile, Inter-Am. C.H.R. 161-90, OEA/ser. L/V/II.16, doc.17 (Sept. 27, 1985); id. para. 36 (criticizing the self-limitation of judicial power during Pinochet's dictatorship including the Supreme Court's failure to exercise supervision over other tribunals and the "merely formal" application of the decrees enacted by the Junta); id. paras. 37-52 (describing numerous examples of judicial ineffectiveness in human rights cases); id. para. 62 (Out of 5,400 habeas corpus petitions submitted to Court of Appeals, only 10 were addressed.); id. para. 63 (Ministry of Interior failed to provide information on “disappeared” persons.). See also Comisión Nacional de Verdad y Reconciliación, Informe de la Comisión Nacional de Verdad y Reconciliación 95-104 (1991) (discussing human rights violations occurring between September, 1973 and March, 1990); Jorge Correa Sutil, Formación de Jueces para la Democracia, 34-35 Revista de Ciencias Sociales 271, 282-91 (1989-90) (describing the hierarchical, authoritarian, and formalistic nature of judicial culture, especially during the dictatorship).

[FN328]. See González, supra note 79 (identifying the above problems in the Penal Code, then identifying patriarchal judicial tradition as the reason that domestic violence goes unpunished). See generally Danisa Malúc & Elena Serrano, La Mujer Chilena Ante la Ley 84 (1986); González, supra note 138.

[FN329]. See González, supra note 79; Malúc & Serrano, supra note 328; González, supra note 137.

[FN330]. Hoffman, supra note 20, at 25.


[FN332]. Merryman, supra note 1, at 27-34 (reviewing the judicial process in a civil law system, Merryman cautions against overestimating differences with respect to the common law system, using California codes and local judicial reasoning as examples).

[FN333]. See Model Penal Code S 2.02 (1962) (stating the general requirements for culpability).

[FN334]. Kadish & Schulhofer, supra note 141, at 217 (discussing the requirement of mens rea); id. at 136-48 (discussing the retributive theory of punishment).

[FN335]. Model Penal Code S 2.05 (1962) (noting that only a limited category of “absolute liability” crimes are exempted from the mens rea requirement).

[FN336]. In the Senate hearings on the Clarence Thomas nomination, Anita Hill was questioned more about her sexuality and personal life than the acts to which she was called forth to testify. In contrast, Clarence Thomas was given the opportunity to testify about his integrity. Marcus, supra note 197, at 1. Similarly, the Kennedy family was allowed to testify about William Kennedy Smith's integrity and family background allowing the court to find that he did not intend rape; therefore, the court held he did not legally rape a woman who he thought wanted to have sex with him. Walter Goodman, Sex? Viewers Are Shocked. Shocked!, N.Y. Times, Dec. 22, 1991, at 1.


[FN339]. See infra notes 344-45 and accompanying text.

[FN340]. Código Penal, arts. 397, 399, 494 (Chile).

[FN341]. Interviews with Alberto Teke, supra note 85.

[FN342]. Id.

[FN343]. Violencia Intrafamiliar, supra note 201, at 7-8. See also Battered from the Beginning, supra note 284, at 20 (Of the 110 battered women interviewed, 86% had been the victim of domestic violence for a period of time ranging from 1 to 44 years before seeking help.); Albina Sabater, Mi Marido Va a Golpearme!, El Mercurio, May 27, 1986, at 8 (In the case of one woman, Marda Luisa, beaten repeatedly by her husband, the legal system only sanctioned him with fines until one beating left her permanently paralyzed.); supra notes 111-12 and accompanying text.

[FN344]. Código Penal, art. 494 (Chile) (Article 399 defines “less grave” injuries.).

[FN345]. Id. art. 399. Additionally, the code provides that “less grave” injuries can be distinguished from “grave” injuries by looking to whether or not there was an inability to work for 30 days or more. Compare id. art. 399 with id. art. 397.

[FN346]. Id. art. 494.

[FN347]. See Alfredo Etcheberry, El Derecho Penal y la Jurisprudencia Chilena, Tomo IV 344 (1991) (citing and describing Contra Segundo Aguilera Ramúrez, LXVIII Revista de Derecho y Jurisprudencia Chilena 4-3 (Chilean S.Ct. 1971)).

[FN348]. Id. at 343-44.

[FN349]. See id. at 343 (citing and describing Contra Carlos Chamy Valencia, LXVII Revista de Derecho y Jurisprudencia Chilena 4-456 (Chilean S.Ct. 1970))

[FN350]. Id. at 343-44.

[FN351]. Interview with Amanda Valdovinos, supra note 91.

[FN352]. Id.

[FN353]. Código Penal, art. 399 (Chile).

[FN354]. Id.

[FN355]. Id.

[FN356]. Id.

[FN357]. Correa, supra note 1, at 88.
[FN358]. Id. at 91.

[FN359]. Merryman, supra note 1, at 73-87.


[FN361]. See supra notes 116-19 and accompanying text.

[FN362]. Correa, supra note 1, at 86.


[FN364]. See Gen. Recommendation No. 19, supra note 9, at 2-3 (declaring this to be an international law norm based on the provisions of the Women's Convention, general principles found in various human rights instruments, and principles of customary international law). See also Velásquez Rodríguez Case, Case 9, Inter-Am. Ct. H.R. 198, OEA/ser.C./No.4, para. 166 (1988) (Under the American Convention, States have an affirmative duty to investigate, prosecute, and punish human rights violators; this duty must be carried out by the judicial organs of the State); Judicial Guarantees in States of Emergency, OC-9/87, Case 9, Inter-Am. Ct. H.R. (Advisory Opinion), 287, 296-300, OEA/ser.A/No.9, paras. 24, 31-32 (1987) (guaranteeing the right of every individual in every case to effective judicial recourse for human rights violations, stating that the mere existence of a statute is not sufficient, and requiring that the remedy be prompt and effective with respect to general conditions in the country and to the particular circumstances of the case); Proposed Amendments to the Naturalization Provisions of the Political Constitution of Costa Rica, Advisory Opinion, OC-4/84, Inter-Am. C.H.R., OEA/ser.A/No.4, para. 53 (1984) (stating that any form of gender discrimination is per se incompatible with the American Convention).

[FN365]. Const. Política de la República de Chile art. 19, 1° (guaranteeing the right to life and physical and mental integrity); id. art. 19, 2° (guaranteeing equality before the law); id. art. 19, 3° (guaranteeing equal protection of the law in the exercise of rights); id. art. 20 (establishing judicial recourse for violations of these rights).

[FN366]. Correa, supra note 1, at 85-86.


[FN368]. Correa, supra note 1, at 86.

[FN369]. Id.

[FN370]. Cumplido Interview, supra note 193, at 16.


[FN372]. See generally Lauren L. McFarlane, Note, Domestic Violence Victims v. Municipalities: Who Pays When


[FN374]. McFarlane, supra note 372.

[FN375]. See supra notes 363-64.


[FN377]. See, e.g., International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, Mar. 23, 1976, arts. 1, 2, 6, 7, 999 U.N.T.S. 171-75 (establishing the following: the right to freedom from gender discrimination (art.1); the right to effective redress for human rights violations (art. 2); the right to equality before the law (art. 6); and the right to freedom from torture or cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment (art. 7)).


[FN379]. For example, the United States has not ratified the Optional Protocol to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, which is necessary for individuals alleging violations of its provisions to bring international litigation against State Parties to the Covenant. Optional Protocol to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, Mar. 23, 1976, 999 U.N.T.S. 302.


[FN382]. Correa Sutil, supra note 327, at 272.

[FN383]. The Paquette Habana, 175 U.S. 677, 700 (1900) (construing customary international law to apply only if no treaty or controlling constitutional provision, federal legislation, or federal executive or judicial act is in place). Since the United States Constitution has been interpreted narrowly in domestic violence cases, see supra notes 373-74 and accompanying text, and the pending federal Violence Against Women Act is not in compliance with customary law, see supra notes 76-77 and accompanying text, national litigation of human rights norms would be difficult.

[FN384]. See supra notes 363-64 and accompanying text.


[FN386]. See Judgment of July 3, 1993 (Petition for Recourse of Protection of Isabel del Carmen Rebolledo Ortiz, Santiago Ct. App., Case No. 1868-93 (Chile) (hereinafter Ortiz Petition).
[FN387]. Id. para. 1.

[FN388]. Id.

[FN389]. Const. Política de la República de Chile art. 20.

[FN390]. Id.

[FN391]. Ortiz Petition, supra note 386, para. 1.

[FN392]. See supra notes 368-69 and accompanying text.


[FN394]. Id.

[FN395]. Id.


[FN397]. Id. para. 2.

[FN398]. See Ortiz Petition, supra note 386.


[FN401]. See Judgment of Jan. 11, 1990 (Thiele v. Ojeda), Ct. App., Case No. 54,757 (Chile); Código Civil (C. Civ.), arts. 223, 225 (Chile). See also González & Norero, supra note 165, at 127 (providing the legal definition of “adultery” in Chile).

[FN402]. See Judgment of Nov. 21, 1989 (Santiago Minors Tribunal review of the Social Report submitted by the Santiago Social Services Department, Thiele v. Ojeda), Ct. App., Case No. 54,757 (Chile) (author's translation). Interview with Carlos Cerda, supra note 393.

[FN403]. Judgment of Nov. 16, 1989 (Petition of Annelie Carolin Thiele Ewert, Thiele v. Ojeda), Ct. App., Case No. 54,757 (Chile) (author's translation). Interview with Carlos Cerda, supra note 393.

[FN404]. Judgment of Nov. 16, 1989 (Petition of Annelie Carolin Thiele Ewert, Thiele v. Ojeda), Ct. App., Case No. 54,757 (Chile) (author's translation). (citing article 5 of the Chilean Constitution, and the decree ratifying and incorporating the Women's Convention). The petition also states that “Minister Cerda presents that the actions of the Minors Tribunal translate () into an arbitrary discrimination with respect to Annelie Carolin Thiele and infringes articles 5, 15, and 16 of (the Women’s Convention, as decreed)” Id.

[FN405]. Interview with Carlos Cerda, supra note 393.

[FN406]. Interview with Amanda Valdovinos, supra note 91.
[FN407]. See supra note 359 and accompanying text.

[FN408]. See supra note 307 and accompanying text.

[FN409]. See supra notes 308-28 and accompanying text.

[FN410]. See supra notes 368-69 and accompanying text.


[FN412]. See supra note 75 and accompanying text.

[FN413]. See supra note 364.

[FN414]. See infra notes 425-28 and accompanying text (analyzing the three remedies found in each of the Chilean intrafamily violence proposals). The United States has proposed legislation that would provide for the same three remedies. S. 15, 102nd Cong., 1st Sess. S 211 (1991). The following summarizes provisions from the proposed U.S. Violence Against Women Act:

(1) Specific codification of the crime of domestic violence by the creation of a federal crime when perpetrators cross state lines, and the provision of federal funding for “model States” that implement laws requiring mandatory arrest and prosecution of the crime of domestic violence. Further, “model States” must “encourage the understanding of domestic violence as a serious criminal offense and not a trivial dispute.” Violence Against Women Act of 1991, S. Rep. No. 197, 102d Cong., 1st Sess. S 315(b)(C) (1991). Under S 315(b), In order to be designated as a model State (and receive federal funding), a State shall have in effect (1) a law that requires mandatory arrest of a person that police have probable cause to believe has committed an act of domestic violence or probable cause to believe has violated an outstanding civil protection order. Id. (2) Specialized sanctioning, which recognizes that domestic violence is rarely an isolated incident and is likely to continue. These sanctions are geared toward ending the cycle of domestic violence by using protective orders, id. S 312; federal fines and/or prison sentences when the perpetrator has crossed state lines, id. S 261(c); and court-mandated abuser treatment, id. S 308A(a)(1). A new sentence of mandatory restitution paid by the abuser to the victim in federal cases would allow the victim easier access to prosecution and a better ability to establish financial independence from the abuser. Id. S 264(b). However, an award of restitution shall not be a substitute for criminal penalties. Id. S 264(d).(3) The Act also provides for protection of the victim from retributive and continued violence. Model states must adopt prosecution policies that limit the victim's exposure to the abuser and allow for prosecution without continuous ratification of the complaint by the victim, id. S 315; provide court advocacy for victims of domestic violence, id. S 315(a)(4); and make remedies as easily available as possible to victims of domestic violence by reducing delay and eliminating court fees, id. S 315(b)(5). Funding for “model States” is contingent upon the legal system's recognition of a victim's reasonable fear of continued violence, and the creation of new laws and policies that make the victim's involvement with the criminal justice system as easy and safe as possible. Id. S 315(b)(3)(a). Finally, the proposed Act provides increased funding for shelters. Id. SS 310, 316(b)(c)(3).

[FN415]. See supra note 414.

[FN416]. See SERNAM Intrafamily Violence Act, supra note 7; Otero's Intrafamily Violence Act, supra note 7.

[FN417]. See SERNAM Intrafamily Violence Act, supra note 7; Otero's Intrafamily Violence Act, supra note 7. See also infra note 455 and accompanying text.

[FN418]. Interview with Miguel Otero, supra note 181. See also infra note 457 and accompanying text.

[FN419]. SERNAM Intrafamily Violence Act, supra note 7, art. 1; Otero's Intrafamily Violence Act, supra note 7, art. 1.

[FN420]. As provided in both Chilean pieces of legislation, the judge is required to sanction a convicted offender with one or more of the following:
1. Imprisonment;2. A fine consisting of some portion of the offender's monthly salary;3. Mandatory education or therapy for the offender; or4. Ad-honorem work for the benefit of the municipality. SERNAM Intrafamily Violence Act, supra note 7, art. 7; Otero's Intrafamily Violence Act, supra note 7, art. 4.

[FN421]. See SERNAM Intrafamily Violence Act, supra note 7, art. 5(a) (requiring a judicial hearing within 5 days); id. art. 6 (providing that, at any time during the process, in order to ensure the full protection of this law: (a) a tribunal may order suspension of cohabitation of the alleged aggressor from the family home, if necessary to protect the physical or mental integrity of any of its inhabitants; and (b) tribunal may prohibit aggressor's access to the residence and/or place of work of the petitioner).

See also Otero's Intrafamily Violence Act, supra note 7, art. 3(d) (requiring a judicial audience within eight days); id. art. 3(h) (stating that the tribunal may at any time "dictate every and any protective measure designed to guarantee the physical and mental security of the person affected," providing for the same measures as SERNAM's Act listed above "even if it is taxing," and adding that the tribunal may order financial assistance to be paid to the victim and a protective plan of care and financial support established for the children).

[FN422]. SERNAM Intrafamily Violence Act, supra note 7, art. 9; Otero's Intrafamily Violence Act, supra note 7, art. 5.

[FN423]. SERNAM Intrafamily Violence Act, supra note 7, art. 1; Otero's Intrafamily Violence Act, supra note 7, art. 1.

[FN424]. SERNAM Intrafamily Violence Act, supra note 7, arts. 2, 12.

[FN425]. See Otero's Intrafamily Violence Act, supra note 7, arts. 1, 2 (establishing civil jurisdiction for “light” injury cases); Interview with Miguel Otero, supra note 181 (stating that Family Tribunals will be created with special competency and expertise to address all issues associated with family violence).

[FN426]. See supra note 420.

[FN427]. For example, SERNAM's proposal sanctions “(h) e who, even without leaving marks or scars, mistreats by act or by word (the defined relations).” SERNAM Intrafamily Violence Act, supra note 7, art. 1. In comparison, Senator Otero's proposal sanctions “every action that implies a mistreatment that significantly effects the physical or mental health of (the defined relations).” Otero's Intrafamily Violence Act, supra note 7, art. 1.

[FN428]. For example, the Senator is of the opinion that slapping a spouse after a bad day at work is due to stress “not for lack of affection or love,” and that women are primarily responsible for perpetuating family violence because they treat their sons and daughters differently, educating their sons in a machista way. Interview with Miguel Otero, supra note 181.

[FN429]. Id. See also supra note 425 and accompanying text.

[FN430]. Otero's Intrafamily Violence Act, supra note 7, art. 4(3).

[FN431]. Id. art. 3(i).
[FN432]. His proposal provides that: “(i)n the case that the facts found in the denunciation or demand constitute a crime, the civil tribunal must immediately send the process to the qualified criminal judge that is competent to be informed of this.” Otero’s Intrafamily Violence Act, supra note 7, art. 7.

[FN433]. See, e.g., supra notes 344-50 and accompanying text.

[FN434]. Otero’s Intrafamily Violence Act, supra note 7, art. 7.

[FN435]. See Código de Procedimiento Penal (C. Crim. P.) art. 7 (Chile).

[FN436]. See supra notes 87-90 and accompanying text.

[FN437]. Article 3 provides that every procedural issue not addressed by the provisions of the Act, will be governed by the first book of the Code of Civil Procedure. See Otero’s Intrafamily Violence Act, supra note 7, art. 3.

[FN438]. Código de Procedimiento Penal (C. Crim. P.) arts. 290, 298 (Chile). See also Interview with Miguel Otero, supra note 181 (discussing the provisions which mandate protective measures).

[FN439]. See SERNAM Intrafamily Violence Act, supra note 7, art. 6.

[FN440]. Otero’s Intrafamily Violence Act, supra note 7, art. 3(h).

[FN441]. Interview with Nancy de la Fuente, Diego Portales Law School, in Santiago, Chile (Oct. 5, 1993) (on file with the Case W. Res. J. Int’l L.); Interview with María Elena Valenzuela, supra note 131.

[FN442]. Both proposals protect a number of relations, including blood relatives, illegitimate or legitimate children, and adults and children under the care of others. See SERNAM Intrafamily Violence Act, supra note 7, art. 1; Otero’s Intrafamily Violence Act, supra note 7, art. 1.


[FN444]. Interview with Marúa Elena Valenzuela, supra note 131.

[FN445]. See Message, supra note 108. These principles of interpretation were not codified in the final version of the legislation enacted in May, 1994.

[FN446]. See supra notes 291-99 (Note that the provisions of both proposed Acts require judges to decide among a series of sanctions that include a fine.); supra note 420.

[FN447]. See supra notes 363-65.

[FN448]. See supra note 367 and accompanying text.

[FN449]. See generally Oppenheim, supra note 164.


[FN451]. Even though Senator Otero’s Act contains a saving’s clause directing civil judges to send all intrafamily
violence cases that constitute a crime (delito) to the penal tribunals, article 7 “light” injury misdemeanor cases would be decriminalized under article 1, which states that all cases that previously constituted misdemeanors (faltas) under article 494 of the Penal Code are to be handled according to Senator Otero's legislation by civil tribunals. Otero's Intrafamily Violence Act, supra note 7, arts. 1, 7. But see infra notes 454-70 and accompanying text.

[FN452]. The international treaties currently in force do not explicitly require that domestic violence be redressed by criminal remedies. See, e.g., the jurisprudence cited supra note 364. However, the norms of the American Convention, to which Chile is a State Party, prohibit the lessening or restriction of previously existing protections for individual's human rights. Advisory Opinion, Inter-Am. C.H.R. paras. 49-50, OC-3/83, OEA/ser. A/No.3 (Sept. 8, 1983) (stating that human rights treaties such as the American Convention must be interpreted to further their object and purpose, which is to protect individual's human rights). Specifically, article 29 of the American Convention prohibits restrictions that are incompatible with the full protection of human rights allowed by the norms of the American Convention. Id. para. 51. Article 29(b) prohibits “restricting the enjoyment of exercise of any right or freedom recognized by the laws of any state party.” Id. Therefore, the restriction of previously existing rights, such as the right to criminal remedies in “light” injury domestic violence cases (faltas), violates the norms of the American Convention.

[FN453]. See supra note 364.


[FN456]. The Intrafamily Violence Legislation was cited for Chile's 1993-94 “Extraordinary Legislative Sessions”, called by the Executive to address projects still pending from the previous administration. Throughout the legislative process, the Senate was urged over five times by the Executive to take definitive action on the issue and refrain from thwarting the law's enactment. Congreso Despachó, supra note 455; Constitución Política de la República de Chile, art. 71 (1989) (describing the Presidential power to urge action); id. arts. 65-68 (describing the risk of legislation being lost if an accord between both houses of the Chilean Congress is not reached within a certain time period).

[FN457]. Congreso Despachó, supra note 455; see also Marco Alvrez, Proyecto Ingresó a Trmite en 1990 y ha Causado Discrepancias entre Ambas Cmaras: Senado Decide Hoy Aprobación, La Nación, Mar. 22, 1994, at 2. But see Va Proyecto de Violencia Intrafamiliar, La Nación, Mar. 29, 1994 (An impasse between the House and Senate was resolved by Soledad Alvear, Chile's new Minister of Justice and former Minister of SERNAM, after convening a special meeting of the Joint Commission and engineering a political accord.).

[FN458]. Orden del Día, supra note 455, arts. 2 and 7. See also Cmara de Diputados de Chile, Boletún No. 451-07 (0): Informe de la Comisión de Constitución, Legislación y Justicia Sobre las Observaciones Formuladas por el Presidente de la República al Proyecto de Ley Sobre Violencia Intrafamiliar, 3 (May 19, 1994) (on file with the Case W. Res. J. Int'l L.) (describing the accord to maintain the Senate's insistence on civil courts in the final text of the law, until special family tribunals are developed, and noting the Chilean law provides that each community must have a civil tribunal, “which assures, also, a more expedient access to justice.”); infra note 465.

[FN459]. See Orden del Día, supra note 455, art. 7.
[FN460]. See id. art. 13.

[FN461]. Id. art. 7. See also Va Proyecto de Violencia Intrafamiliar, supra note 457; Cambios en el Texto, La Nación, Mar. 29, 1994.

[FN462]. Orden del Dúa, supra note 455, art. 1; Cambios en el Texto, supra note 461.


[FN464]. Orden del Dúa, supra note 455, art. 1.

[FN465]. See Formula Observaciones al Proyecto de Ley Sobre Violencia Intrafamiliar Boletún N. 451-07 (1990); Camara de Diputados de Chile, No. 146-328 (May 5, 1994), reprinted in Camara de Diputados, Veto Sustitutivo: Violencia Intrafamiliar Boletún 451-07 (May 11, 1994) (on file with the Case W. Res. J. Int'l L.) (presenting the text, in Spanish, of the Chilean President's Substitutive veto); Camara de Diputados de Chile, Boletún 451-07 (1990): Informe de la Comisión de Constitución, Legislación y Justicia Sobre las Observaciones Formuladas por el Presidente de la República al Proyecto de Ley Sobre Violencia Intrafamiliar 3 (May 19, 1994) (on file with the Case W. Res. J. Int'l L.) (presenting the Congressional Commission's analysis of the text of the law suggested by the veto, and recommending adoption by the House). See also Orden del Dúa, supra note 455, at 1-2 (The Senate called for the substitutive veto, citing special constitutional processes to resolve the conflict.); Congreso Despachó, supra note 455 (explaining that substitutive veto was necessary because normal legislative processes were exhausted); En Camara de Diputados: Aprueban Veto al Proyecto de Violencia Intrafamiliar, El Murcurio, May 20, 1994 (Valparaíso edition), at B1. The final compromise version is certain to be adopted by the Senate because it incorporates the Senate's April, 1994, version. Id.

[FN466]. See supra note 457.

[FN467]. Ana Caceres et al., Erradicar la Violencia Intrafamiliar, La Nación, Apr. 5, 1994, at 54 (“It is clear that the actions of Senator Miguel Otero are responsible for these modifications -- that could make the law inoperable -- and the delay that its definitive approval has suffered.”).

[FN468]. Marúa Josefina Bilbao, Ministra de Sernam: “Las Agresiones Estaban Ahí y No Las Veíamos”, La Nación, Mar. 22, 1994, at 3 (Interview with Marúa Josefina Bilbao, the new Minister of SERNAM under the 1994 Frei administration.).

[FN469]. See Congreso Despachó, supra note 455 (detailing the key role that Minister Alvear played in reaching an accord so that the project of law would not be lost completely as final procedural deadlines approached).


[FN471]. Id. at 3.

[FN472]. Id.
[FN473]. See supra notes 50-53, 66, 71 and accompanying text.

[FN474]. See supra notes 15-16, 31-34, 69-72 and accompanying text.

[FN475]. See supra notes 105-06 and accompanying text.

[FN476]. See supra note 75 and accompanying text.

[FN477]. See supra note 122 and accompanying text.

[FN478]. See supra note 156 and accompanying text.

[FN479]. See, e.g., supra note 7.

[FN480]. See supra note 130 and accompanying text.

[FN481]. See supra notes 227-29 and accompanying text.

[FN482]. See supra notes 196-203 and accompanying text.

[FN483]. See supra note 5.

[FN484]. See supra note 181 and accompanying text.

[FN485]. See supra notes 145-59 and accompanying text.

[FN486]. See supra notes 276-90 and accompanying text.

[FN487]. See supra notes 212-30 and accompanying text.

[FN488]. Id.

[FN489]. See supra notes 231-39 and accompanying text.

[FN490]. See supra notes 187-94.

[FN491]. See supra note 83 and accompanying text (Successful training has begun and next year, a nationwide police academy training program will be implemented.). But cf. supra notes 385-88 and accompanying text (describing the recent Rebolledo case, where police failed to prosecute severe domestic violence).

[FN492]. See supra note 51.

[FN493]. See supra notes 318-19, 348-50 and accompanying text.

[FN494]. See supra notes 295-312 and accompanying text (describing the Chilean system); supra notes 319-27 (describing the system in the United States).
[FN495]. See supra notes 364-65.

[FN496]. See supra note 81 and accompanying text.

[FN497]. See supra notes 414, 419-22 and accompanying text; see generally Orden del Dúa, supra note 455.

[FN498]. See supra note 252 and accompanying text. See also supra notes 455, 465 and accompanying text.

[FN499]. See supra notes 245-47 and accompanying text.


[FN501]. See supra note 414 and accompanying text.

[FN502]. See supra notes 142, 367 and accompanying text.

[FN503]. See supra note 444 and accompanying text.

[FN504]. See supra notes 334, 377-79, 383 and accompanying text.

[FN505]. See id.; supra note 364 and accompanying text.

[FN506]. See supra notes 379-80.

[FN507]. See supra note 72 and accompanying text.
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